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GAO FOOIi STAMP SEElINAR - ----- 

This document. is a companion to GAO a staff study, 
"Identification of Food Starno Issues", OS+76-10. This 
reoort consists of a transcript of five views of the 
food stamp program presented at a one day GAO seminar on 
July 10, 1475. 

As part of a general analysis of food issues in 1974, 
we nsiiced that the food stamp proqram was rapidly increasing 
and were concerned that an increasing seqment of our pcpula- 
tion was having difficulty in obtaining adequate food. As 
we analyzed the implications and causes of the expanding 
program, it became apparent that the root causes were 
located in rapid food inflation, increasing unemployment, and 
decreasing real income. The importance of the food stamp pro- 
gram to meet incon.e security objectives has taken on expanded 
significance in t:ha current state of the economy. 

The GAO Food Stamp Seminar was conducted to provide 
various expert views on the fo& stamp program, its purposes 
and its problems. AR a result of the seminar and additional 
investigation, GA;) identified the important food stamp issues 
discussed in de:.ail in its staff study. 

. 

Crganization 

The transcript is organized as was the seminar: three 
presentations followed by a discussion period, then two addi- 
tional presentations followed by a final discussion period. 
The presentations have been lightly edited by the speakers; 
primarily grsrxatical changes and the correction of some minor F L D 
factual inaccuracies. 

The discussion period has been more heavily edited--with 
some guestions and answers deleted. As with any discussion 

o- 0 0 (3 ='e ~ 0c .period, manyL guestions and some responses were-'rambling and 
repetitive. These sections have been tightened up to improve 
the flow, but not at the expense of altering the thrust of 
the question or the response. 

Speakers 0 D ‘,, " G " ~.= ‘ * ". 0 .I E I LI 
Gilbert Stciner-- = Mr". Steiner is I?crector of Governmlntal 

Studies at the Srooking Institute and has lonq been noted as 
an observor of the welfare scene, including such publications 
as Social Insecurities: The PoliC-its of Weffar;i and The 
State of WeTfare. - 
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Mr. Steiner is the author of numerous.other publications 
and is currently working on a book, The Children's Cause, a 
study of Federal policies towards chim&'s welfare. 

Jodie Allen--%, AHfen is Vice-President and Director 
of Policy Studies at Hathematica, Inc. She has directed a 
wide variety of projects in the field of social welfare and 
has done extensive exploration of food stamp reform possi- 
bilities fur USDA and the Congressional Research Service. 

Ms. Allen is responsible for implementation and develop- 
ment of a food stamp node1 for USDA that will allow analysis 
of modifications to the program. 

Bennett Moe--Mr. rioe is Executive Director of the Com- 
mission to PeGw Public and Social Services of Los Angeles 
County. Mr, Moe holds this position while on leave of ab- 
sence from Rohr Industries. 

Mr. Hoe was a member of the commission that developed 
California's Blueprint for Kational Welfare Reform and is 
currently drrectrng a total management survey of the Los 
Angeles County Public Social Service Department. 

Kenneth Clarkson--Dr. Clarkson is Professor of Economics 
at the Center for Studies in Law and Economics, University of 
Miami. Dr, Clarkson has written widely in the field of 
economics and has recently authored Food Stamps and Nutrition 
which examines the failure of the food stamp program rn 
meeting its dual goals of increasing farm income and improv- 
ing the nutritional level of its recipients. 

-I ?^ L, cc.< 
Joe Richardson--Mr. Richardson is a social science ' 
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analyst in the Education and Public Welfare section of the 
Congressional Research Servi:e, Library of Congress, 
Mr, Richardson is responsible for ,handlinq Congressional in; ri O ; co6 
quiries about the prngram, preparing legislative background ‘: Lc5' coo m"'F=~c 
material and developing CRS issue papers. 
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MORNING SESSION 

GILBERT STEINER 

I'm not entirely sure why I won the prize (for speaking 
first), but so be it for whatever reasons, since I'm not, as 
Sam fiughes will tell youI a modest man by nature. 

One of the reasons that I'm less surprised than I might 
he is that people who were setting this up knew that I would 
get off to a rousing start, that most of the crowd here will 
be talking about food stamp fraud, about excluding students 
or including students, about purchase requirements, about 
who should ?ay the certification cos:.s, and whether the 
certification costs are excessive or not. 

What are food stamps? 

I'm not going to talk about any of those things. I 
thin.. i have the privilege of beginning this show because I'm 
going to talk about the fact that I find food stamps to be a 
lcusy idea to begin with. 

I find them iflogical, inconsistent with more funda- 
mental public welfare policy, and I find them rather rapidly 
becoming an excuse for failure to tend to the complex 
problems of income maldistribution. 

‘, 

Let's begin by understanding what it is we are Ziscuss- 
ing. The fo& stamp program is a public relief prog,m-- 

i fede:ally<run,r noncategorical--with benefits related to in-- , ' 0 
come and to family size. 

Its users, however, are encouraged to believe that it is 
z. i 0, ;. .- .c . >4Jr-- 3 not -3 welfare program, We are -already in trouble. You will> . *o 

0 p:.c-" CL note;bhy the way, that-on'the food stamp issue paper that has gsf" 
been made available in the kit we all own today, the authors 
had some troubles deciding what kind of a program we are 
talking about. 

= . I , The third paragraph begins tlBecause of the program's .i - c LI rapid gr&wth and because'it isPa 'welfare' program * * *I, L 0 a- -0 0 
which I take it means that whoever put this paper together 
could not himself or herself quite decide whether it was a 
welfare program or was not a welfare program. 

And, as I suggested to you a moment ago, that, I think, 
is the be+nning of trouble. 



Cuery : if it is not a welfare program, what is it? 
It's not social insurance. It‘s certainly not a numbers game 
with an insured payoff. It's not roulette. It's probably a 
wal:are proqram, 

The related question then is whether it's desirable to 
disguise a welfare program so that its beneficiaries and the 
public are both trained to think of it as somethinq else, 
although it's not clear uhat it is they are trained to think 
of it as. 

And I have not made that up out of whole cloth. A 
couple of years ago, when I was putting together a chapter on 
food stamps for my welfare book, I did a nonsystematic, non- 
scientific, but satisfactory kind of sampling, of some people 
around the country who prexmably were concerned about food 
stamps and who had attitudes and approaches toward the 
character of the program. 

At thar time, which was only a couple of years ago, the 
House Agriculture Committee called it a welfare program; the 
enabling statute called it a welfare progran for the purposes 
of budget presentations, 

On the otner hand, the Director of the District Depart- 
ment of Public Uelfare said it's not welfare in the sense 
that the term is usually used. 

The Director of the Cambria County, Pennsylvania, Board 
of Assistants, whom I dug up without trouble, while delighted 

-0 c with food -stasI s, claimed- that his personal opinion is that _ r 
it's an agriculture program and not a welfare program. c 

California's then-Welfare Director said, "The food 
et-?-p qroqram is not considered to be a welfare program." _ <* "ooQ' : c b$f I, 0. 0 : see .-cdyc" -.p'$ Ci - ' c c <O& CL 

We%l, *de-can't have a pi-ogram4thatecin California is not "'Or 'g‘i‘e- 6 
considered to be a welfare program and in Cambria County, 
?ennsylvania, is not considered to be a welfare program, but 
in the House Agriculture Committee it is considered to be a 
welfare proqran, running along without some troubles. " io3 -_ = 5 L 0 ' -3 * 

And the troubles clearly "are more than those havinq:to ' j 0 ' 
do with how you charackerize a particular program. It is 
beyond nomenclature. 

It strikes me that the particular reason that it's not 
desirable to disguise a welfare program so that its bene- 
ficiaries and the public paying charges both think of it as 
somethinq else, are encouraged to think of it as something 
else, the objection to that is it reduces the incentive for 



people who are able to break away from the program to try 
to do so. 

It reduces the public interest in the program, reduces 
the cx?ern for and the public's ability to calculate the 
costs and benefits of the program, and, beyond that, it's 
Tunfair, I belleve, to other welfare programs. 

LXoreover, if we don‘t know how to classify the program, 
how on earth can we go about evaluating it? Who will know 
whether it is functioning satisfactorily or whether it is 
meeting its objectives if we don't know whether those ob- 
jectives are welfare objectives or other kinds of objectives? 

In essence, I think it does not badly overstate it to 
raise the question ac to whether we are spending $5 or $6 
billion a year on horses or on apples and whether it doesn't 
make some difference as to whether they are horses or apples. 

r”oo? stamp equity 

A related concern, given the definitional problem and 
classification problem, has to do with equity- I believe 
equity is a matter of considerable importance. 

As long as food stamps are officially nonwelfare, the 
presumption is going to favor the applicant. Deductions to 
establish eligibility are likely to be relatively generous 
and, most iisportant, use of the program is going to be en- 
courased, not discouraged. 0 p' i.. r 

I call your attention to the fact that in 40 years'of 
categorical assistance under tne Soclal Security Act, I 
thin% none of us, even old men like Sam Hughes, have ever 

/ 0 seen:En streetcars Qr buses big ads encouraging you to run 
.3in -00 "*aow"n to the Welfar&CJ3ffic&+and~apply fo; AFIX- ';-- CL B 

i -- -00 ~ 5 

Food stamps, on the othe-: hand, have become a subject 
of ads. We are encouraged to use USiIA food coupons. I'm 
not against that. I believe very strongly in the desira- 

0 0 "0 ‘ bility of redistributing America's largesse, ~ .~ '. L ‘ -< 
T do think, however', 

c 
&at the fundamental inequity can 0 

0 

provoke some troubles. Moreover, if we are dealing with a 
norxelifare program, as is the case apparently with food 
stamps in this incarnation, there is inequity in the treat- 
ment 05 food stamp recipients and other kinds of welfare 
.recicients --what I call harassment to beneficiaries. 

Some of you will call it careful investigation of 
eligaility. We don't have to quarrel about that. It comes 
out fshe same. 

\ 
3 



But &at I call harassment of beneficiaries--work tests, 
work incentives. locator services to find fathers, and payroll 
deductions against deserting fathers--does not become part 
of the food starzp apparatus, presumably because it is not a 
welfare apparatus. 

- They are routine parts of a welfare apperatus. The 
point, of course, need not be overdeveloped. I like the 
notion of eliminating harassment. I like the notion of 
encouraging use of the program, rather than discouraging it. 

I like relatively generous deductions. I like the pre- 
sumption in favor of the applicant. 

It seems to me, however, that all of these things do 
produce inequities for the relief client who can't or won't 
use these stamps, but is dependent on, if you will forgive 
me, horest-to-Go&welfare programs. 

Joti P, Re.nnedy said, "Life is unfair." Znd, I suppose, 
that is one of the lessons that we must draw from this situa- 
tion, bzt it doesn't really mean that it's a situation that 
has to be perpetuated a~ 2 that the inequities should be 
shrugged off and that we should conclude, "Oh, well, we do 
have a multitude of programs and a multitude of purposes and 
we ir, w:?at *we ca7, around the edges of the one that exists." 

Food stamps actually exist no!., as a consequence, I 
believe, of a series of accidents anyway. They exist because, c c 
as some of you will rem&err Paul Douglas' Depressed Areas 3 < Q P 

E O‘ Tas.; Fo rce recommended in 196C-61, just after the election 
and before John Gnnedy's inauguration, an improved surpl;ls 
food distribution program in d;qtressed areas. 

c 8 '0 
r&-c o" & Fcod s&-p recomme.z~ations~~~~nterestingly'enough~!did 

,FiO 8 O"~.co G 
8 not come through Wilbur Cohen's Health and Social Security 

and Welfare Task Force. It came through Paul Douglas' 
Economically Depressed Areas Task Force. 

The prozposal had to do with a recognition that surplus . '_ 
.T 0.. , ~ foods should be gistributed mure satisfactorily, and tne 0 recognition that some foods not in surplus were also needed c by some of West Virginia's depressed population in order to 

provide a minimum balanced diet. 

3 Douglas' Task Force accordingly suggested &oth executive 
and legislative action to develop the food stamp plztn, 
initially on a pilot basis in the areas of greatest need. 

President Kennedy, while still in the Senate, had of- 
fered a food stamp bill himself in 1959. With &hat kind of 

4 
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background, the Department of Agriculture felt impelled to 
move quickly to put pilot projects h place in eight areas. 

And, given the fact that the President had before his 
election committed himself to the desirability of food 
stamps it comes as no particular surprise that the pilot 
program was judged a success. 

I call your attention to the fact that the very first 
rationale for food stamps stemmed really from a maturation 
of the surplus food program and tne paradox of surplus food 
and hungry people. 

Now, however, we've come to the point where we have just 
hungry people, not surplus food, but we have the same food 
stamp program, which means that we have built on what, in 
essence, is a house of cards. 

I'm concerned, as I suggested to you, about food stamps-- 
not because they're too expensive, that is to say, that the 
national bill is too high. I will leave that issue of cost 
purchase requirements to my friend Jodi Allen and o-hers 
who have been laboring over this question more intensely than 
I. 

I'm not concerned about the total bill, the $5 or $6 
billion a year. I'm not concerned about food stamps because 
they do or don't improve nutrition. Nr. Clarkson will have 
something to say about that. : , r 

I'm doncerned about then-because'of what I regard as a 
philosophical issue which translates int<c r.olitical, social, 
and psychological flaws in the program. 

0 r = 0 

Politically I find the program flawed because it is 
an attempt at a target population that's identical to a pre- 
existing program, but has a separate administrative apparatus, 
a separate channel fcr congressional consideration, including 

"separate Appropriations Subcommittee considerations. r c ., o= ~ 0 I 0 3 
I need hardly call your attention to the fact that the 

3epartment of Agriculture administrators are not chosen 
because of their familiarity with, sympathy for, or interest 
in the food stamp grogram, nor should they be. 

Nor do members of the House and Senate Agriculture Com- 
mittees as:?ire to membership on those committees because of 
their interest in and long attachment to the food stamp pro- 
gram. Some have developed it, but that's an accident. 

5 



Yhe Appropriations Subcommittee and the gepartment of 
Agriculture clearly are not populated by people who have been 
interested through the years in the cost of food stamps. 

Beyorld that, however, the logic of the thing strikes me 
as being difficnlt to absorb. To separate food stamps for 
pclitical consideration from the generality of public assist- 
ance programs under the Social Security Act strikes me as 
comparable to separating elementary education from secondary 
education and the consideration of education activities 
through the congressional apparatus. 

Mow some will argue that it‘s desirable to have things 
this way and, indeed, one of my most nor-ally clear-thinking 
colle?ques at the Brockings Institution--some years back an . 
economist-- argued tc me that the multiplicity of programs in- 
creases the total transfer to the poor because it brings some 
political allies cn board who would not otherwise be there, 
a;ld because it hides from the average congressman the true 
magnitude of the transfer. 

That is to say, that we do well keeping food stamps 
separate, because those dullards downtown will not become 
aware of the fact that they are moving $6 billion to the low- 
income _rropulation through this mechanism. 

On the one hand, you can piace that argument on the table 
and see whether it can stand up against the propsition that 

‘ there really is no such thing a!; hiding the true magnitude of? 
ii * the transfer, but there is only a way for policy-makers to cc 

avoid facing the fundamental question of whether their pro- 
gram is getting the job done or whether they have to go back 
to the drawing boards. 

: ._ Lo co,o cl0 ‘0 8 0 < ‘50 
- -‘“&d it ie&; & me Y&sc&l; ;;&i ctha&&a;” the &&gh 

of the food starry program has done is to make it easier for 
policy-makers in Ways and f4eans and in Finance and in OMB and 
in the !Xmestic Council to avoid facing the question of whether 
we can continue with what remains of public assistance under 

r : : rs .i" *- the Social Security Act, or whether they had better stay at 
0 9 the drawing boards. 0 

I 
And I am not cheered by what I understand is the dimin- 

ishing importance of the Office o f Income Security Program 
in HEW, and the many suggestions that there is no disposition 
to go back to the drawing board but to take things as they are. 

I have a second political objection to the food stamp 
program; notably tha+ :t divides and thus weakens the hene- 
ficiary popztiation politically. \ 

6 



By Icaking frmd stazip users a separate and gentirally ure- 
5arred class of welfare recipients, the totality of welfare 
recipients is fractured. 

The needs an3 goals of food stamp users, based on 
slightly different entitlemen? standards, are not necessarily 
identical to the needs and goals of the AICC population or 
the general assisttee wpulation, 

As a cocseqnznce, raiher than public assistance bene- 
ficiaries-- whe',iez they are food stamp beneficiaries or AF3C 
beneficiaries--' ping able to merge and to present thei: view- 
point, what happens is that two vi x+oints are presented. 

It is, if ya will, the AP of L and the CIO, rather than 
thrd AFL-CIO; and students of fcbor history will remember that 
the merged federation is a good 3ezi more potent and satis- 
factory a spokesman Ear organized labor than weze the two 
separate groups. 

. 

In this connection, I think it's noteworthy that there 
i; no food step lobbyist from among the reCi:Jient group. 
Whatever changes occur in ihe proqra are imposed changes, 
likely as not to be decided upon by an c)MB ana?yst or in re- 
sponse to pressure perhap s in the Coirmunity Nctrition Insti- 
tute, whose peopir, t;y the way, didn't do so we3.i when they 
ran the program in the last administration, or decided upon 
by some other surrogate lobby, 

0 
?- I don't believe that a program can be politically viable":' c. = w.ithout participation anti critical review by the target popu- 

lation %d I call your attention to the fact, for example 
that we don't amend Medicare without hearing from spokesmen 

c'. cb- 0 c.: '?op>c 'v. e furk &Y< cog< ,tte -,,cTed - 
* 6 8:. ; c ,c:;- ‘", 0. i ~5L r. -, -CL c .-c: oa 

J find it &&tisf&tory that we' 
&I 8;. y.c: $QJ; * D 

proceed'to me& around 
&Df Q : 0~ $C& 

with food stamps in the absence of working towards the organi- 
zation of food stamp beneficiar?es to present their viewpoints. 

Sxzial Flaws_ ~ .. ._ ,'-G. , 
0 

I think the program is soci&Py flawed in 'addition to 
being politically flawed-- socially flawed because it is 
socially divisive, 

The fundamentil. asstr- 2tian of the American relief system 
is that security will be &sured fur those who cannot provide 
for themselves for reasons beyond their control--old age, 
disability, blindness, unemplc~nt, and the death or absence 
of a punitive father. 

i. 1 



Those categorical aspacts of public assistance have been 
mchanged for 40 years and that systs is cash-based and cash- 
iased out of logic; the logic, cr course, being that those in 
need for reasons beyond their own control should not be marked, 
but rather, once their eligibility is established, they should 
be indistinguishable from the generality of the population. 

The proposition, of course, is that a rrark is a form of 
social punishment and one does not impose a punishment on 
per:ons whose actions are beyond their own contrcl. 

Food stamps -&ove in the opposite direction. They create 
a marked, identifiable, separate class- It's a scarlet letter 
marking a distinct social class of relief beneficiaries and 
it's a separate class that exists because of inequities in 
the public assistance system and inadequacies in the way it 
is structured, not because beneficiaries have transgressed 
the laws of God or the laws of man. 

And now to the separate mark of the stamp. The program, 
under increasing stress, adds a new socially divisive element-- 
certification delays, queues, long lines. 

So we are fared with this con'radiction again, presumably 
a nonwelfare program that people are encouraged to use, which, 
however, delays, establishes cueues, finds it impossible to 
meet the demands of its population, and becomes more and more 
like AAIC in this connection. 

Psychological flaws 

c-. Finally, I am disposed to argue that the food stamp pro- 
'! gram is psychologically flawed. .The basis for the prograrz ; c i 5, ' 

must be that For people don't qet enough to eat. 

Our goal is to improve nutrition of recipients by facili- + 
tating their access to food. WYJ, the easiest way to get 
food is to go to the grocery store and buy it. 

‘. c 0 0 - i -m 0 
0~ she food staq pro&m imposes a psychological barri&. " * Y j 1. B -o 
r 

It'becomei fLrst neeessaq to buy stamps, then use the stamps 
to buy food. 

I've wondered frequently whether Eastern Airlines dcesn't 
have -3mething to teach us in this connection. 

8 
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They sell more tickeis to :;cG; for% by eliminating t:le 
advance ticket purchase or reservation requircnent, having 
concluded that that's a psychological barrier. 

They sell more tickets to ::ew York on their shuttle than 
American Airlines ever dreams of selling on their scheduled 
flights. 

And it strikes me that the same proposition holds true 
in connection with the likely use of resources to acquire 
what is presumed to be a necessary element--food. 

The easier it is ro achieve access to it, the more likely 
is it to be accom$ished. 

If public benefit grograms adcsd cash, equal to the value 
of food stamps, I believe their use would increase and the 
same argument would hold true of the use of stamps by the 
working poor. if direct cash payments Yere stistituted for 
stamps. 

In short, psychologically, I belreve, the nutrition goals 
of food stamps are in conflict with the impediment to natural 
_orocesses inherent in the whole food stamp transaction. 

'Ilhy do they Dersist? 

I've been on good behav.or and I've said nothing of 
administrative issues and a3ninistrative troubles. I won't, 
but you must allow me a fF:-r.ote. 

5 c r i 
Cixty percent of stam_r users are ?ublic*assistance clients 

fo:- whom eligibility presl;r.ab:y presents few^?roblems, but 40 -i- 
percent are not pubiic assistance clients and the separate 
certification and verLfication procedures are absurd. 

E 

~ c:B * CT 1 :b; &o:", ',d 0 -d‘ C,' r T$ey'reCabsurd~~~because after 40 years .o-lfCpublic assist- c t 
I L sance, weCre getting a haridie 0x3 certifying Gelfare clients, ti",cL o P" O-8: 0 

and just as we're getting a handle on how to simply certify 
welfare clients, we are starti- all over acpin with a whole 
new set of problems of trying tu simplify certification for a 
different group under a different set of circumstances and 

O.~ ;c. -ctinsiderationsSC u. a I 0 " .o 1 : D y_ _" 0 :. 'a * 
0 0 - 

Those of 'you who have seen the irrefutable logic and 
wisdom of what I've been saying for the last 15 or 20 minutes 
will turn to me and sav, "Al? right, wise guy, why do food 
stamps persist in the face of all this?" 

The answer, of course, is that food stamps persist be- 
cause they do have a remarkable po: .tical staying power; a 

9 



political staying power +&at I believe is attributable to the 
marriage of stcrn- iawed types like Leonor Sullivan arld lest, 
stern-jawed types like George McGovern. 

But the wrong questions are asked on both sides about 
food stamps. Those who are not part pf that marriage, like 
the Secretary of Agriculture, would be disposed to ask, why 
should the Department of Agriculture be saddled with the food 
stamp program? 

And then Senator McGovern will ask, why should fed stamp 
beneficiaries be saddled with the Department of Agriculture? 

Seither seems to me to be the right question. The right 
question must be, why, after all, should we have a second 
curre::cy that is entirely out of line with our fundamental 
theory of cash benefits under a public assistance program? 

The only answer is that it's Folitically expedient to 
have that second currency. I think the fundamental questions 
:o be asked are: Would it be better if the costs of turning 
money into food stamps and then into food and then into money 
again were calculated and laid out for consideration? 

Would it not be better if the inequities between stamp 
and nonstamp users were calculated and laid out for considera- 
tion? 

Would it not be better if we undertook systematic surveys 
on preferences between. cash benefits and food stamp benefits? 

In short. my message is a simple one, that food stamp 
c -. : o r 'benefits ha*fe become a convenience for Secretary Eutz and,: 0 > 

that they provide him with an occasion for complaint about 
what has happened to the resources of his Department. 

1, * 0 o;c c@ooc *;cjc rOq i They-are<a conve-nience for Senator*$4cGov&n to provide 
n O"hirn with a political Flatform; and they'are not a convenience 

for the millions of beneficiaries of the program: and they are 
totally inconsistent, in my judgment, with everything we have 
been trying W do through the years in improving the character 
of public assistance. L 

F / 3 D cc I 0 . . rIr 
0' - > 0, c 6" 0 a,e _ o . c c Lo+ 

0 That's all. . 0 ' 0 orcJcoO 
0 0 

10 
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JODIE ALLE!G 

What I'm going to try to do is to lay out the parameters 
of the argument and suggest a series of yssible reform alterna- 
tives which move along a spectrum from mnor changes, maybe 
tightening up, to radical restructuring or even elimination 
of the program. 

I think though -.-hat vt: have to start off, in talking 
about food stamps now, by retlizing why we're all talking 
them. 

Why the debate over food stamps? 

A ':ear ago no one paid any attention to the food stamp 
pr~ry;-z\, to speak of; except Mr. KcGovern and his staffers. 
riow suddenly everybody is talking about it, and what has 
chfnged? 

Well, what is changed is simply that the food stamp pro- 
gram has grown tremendously in the last year. Between April 
of '74 and April of '75 caseloads grew about 22 percent. 

In December alone, over a million people came on the 
rolls and several hundred thousands have continued to come on 
the rolls each month since. A colleague. of mine has suggested 
facetiously that what we may be in tha middle of is a "food 
stampede" which miqht turn out to be even more exciting-than 
the “welfare explosion" of the sixties. 

It's just no? who is on already that's frightening to 
some people, but who might come en. Most of the estimates 

0 . 0 that'have been done show that even with the almcst 20 million ‘: S, c 0 -participants on the rolls now, this may be as little as a - 
half of those who are actually eligible for the program. 

-= 0 *. 00 
And, as is always the case, a sudden growth in a program o c 

brings it-to the nttentiori that it probably always dese$ved."o:- .;o "6 ecr ro 0 
This was true of AFDC in the sixties: It was true of social 
services. 

Now the question at this point, of course, is does it ' 
make sense to let the program gc on growing in its present i o I_ 0 . d" . form? Does it-make sense to serge maybe -a quarter of the L "'. 
total population in a needs-tested, earmarked in-kind pro- .*o 
gram? Or should the program be restructured? Should it be 
restricted? Or should it simply be abolished in favor of a 
cash program? 
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Food stamps have a wide appeaf, 

Now as Gil has pointed out, the controversy over food 
stamps makes strange bedfellows. It realigns many of those 
who would normally be classified as simply in the liberal 
or conservative camp. 

On the one hand, you have a large group of liberals who 
favor food stamps arguing that its main advantage is that it 
does focus on the nutrition problems of the poor. Nothing 
is more basic than hunger, they say, and they feel t'lat the 
crusade for food stamps could turn out to be a good vehicle 
for creating a new unity among the poverty forces. 

But- the focus op. food provided by the food stamp program 
also appeals to conservatives since recipients have to pay. 
something for the food stamps and since presumably trlis as- 
sures that the money handed out goes for food and not for 
cars, color Lelevision, liquor, or whatever. 

. 
Now another argument put forward by those who favor the 

food stamps is that food stamps are preferred by many poor 
families theztselbes to cash transfers. 

They argue that lower income families regard the stamps 
as less stigmatizing than cash welfare, and this is supported 
somewhat by our analyses which show that in the Midwest areas-- 
where there is relatively iow participation among eligibles 
in cash welfare programs-- participation among food stamps is 
at the same levels as it is ir, tile Northeast areas where cash 

0 0 *<elfare programs are more popular. 
v' r c :- r J, 

People also contend that purchase requirements'built into 
c.< 

' 
the Food Stamp Program is a protection for the poor against 
their own poor budgeting habits and that the food stamp re- 

_ O _ 'ii o-=+. 0 0 cc 0" Mt >C 
,-9 .cipients themselves perceive this and there is again-evidence 

3 coo 'c%o support this argument -,in the Gae-income maintenance %-, O: 0 ,', 
experiment. In that experiment many people went on buying 
food stamps even though there was no financial advantage to 
doing so: and the reason they cited for doing this was that 
they liked to have the assurance that the money was budgeted 
for food, that it,was there each mOAth, and that it wouldn't 6- .B m II. : c be eroded by other demands within the family. .‘ 

We also did some informal sampling of our own aAd we 
found that to be true and it isn't really that surprising 
when you consider that many, many, middle-income Americans 
indulge in forced savings by overwithholding in the federal 
income tax. Many people do that, and for years many have 
participated in Christmas Clubs in which they put away savings 
that pay no interest at all, for the whole year, just to make 
sure they have the money at the end of the year. 
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However, I'm not going to overplay the imwrtance of 
this phenomenon, but those are the arguments that are made. 

Above all, of course, the argument for food stamps on 
the liberal side is that it is the only welfare program, aside 
from Social Security, which has broad political acceptability 
and the very rapid growth of the program stands as testimony 
to the fact that it is a more effective political vehicle 
for redistributing income than many of the proposed reforms 
in the cash transfer programs. But the program, of course, 
has more than its share of critics. 

Critics 

Among the critics of the more liberal tinge, opwsitioa 
arises because it is felt that food stamps are inferior in 
terms of efficiency and equity in the way they provide for 
the needs of the low-income population as compared with a cash 
income maintenance program with similar budgetary costs. 

Food stamps, it is argued, limit the choices of recipients 
as to how to allocate their expenditures to meet their needs. 
In addition, the prograin is inefficient because it requires 
a duplication of bureaucracy and because fu-ny-money is diffi- 
cult to issue, resee-m, distribute, and so on. 

But the most strident forces speaking out at the moment 
against food stamps warn that we are faced with a potential 
food stamp explosion--a food stampede--that will go well 
beyond 'he welfare explosion of the sixties. 

Do Constraints to piogram growth are limited 
c 

-e rG. c ., . 0 
I think though in this regard‘it is very important to 

realize that the methods for limiting this growth are sharply 

I: 

limited; not,only by political pressures, but.+so by imp~r-.;~~.- GFe;-lg;@P-D 
tang? ~nside~ations -of grogram equity. '6. r c-", ' G Q~'~;, q ',- - 00 '.“ c, $;/o>? 

Ana'--=r_E 22 census s-urveyst L1- as I mentioned before, indi- 
cate that the total number of persons eligible for the program 
is about twice as large as the number of nurrent participants 

LO and many of those nonparticipating eligibles Care very cvzr. '-; . 
. b, j L . I 'o. a D 

0 a 5 0 Now while all of'these apparent eligibles are unlikely 
ever to participate simply because of the transaction cost 
invofved-- it's more rrouble than it's worth to them--there 
is obviously a lot of room for program growth no matter what 

. we do. 

The size of the food stz+xp population really shouldn't 
be surprising to anybody because the program is by contrast 
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with our cash welfare programs, most generous in design. 

As Gil +ziltioned, food stamp benefits are not simply 
available to the preferred categories of the poor: that is, 
to the aged, disabled, and families with children. They are 
available to all the poor. 

Furthermore, because of the relatively strong public 
support for Frograms designed to feed the poor, as compared 
with those that provide money--unrestricted cash income--it 
has been possible to gain congressional support for a minimum 
food guarantee which is far more adequate compared to middle- 
income patterns of consumption than those that are provided 
for other forms of expenditures, such as clothing and shelter. 

The coupon allotment for a family of four is currently 
set at $162 a month, or $1944 annually, and this allotment is 
intended to cover onlli purchases of edible grocery items for 
human consumption in the home. 

Now, by comparison, recently released data from the BIS 
Con!,umer Expenditure Survey indicates that the average family 
of four in 1972 and 1973, with an income of $11,824, spent 
only $130 a month on food, including a range of items which 
are not covered by food stamps, such as soap, cleaning, and 
paper products and so forth. 

5 

If we adjust that amount for increases in the cost of 
food since Cat time, we can estimate that the average middle- 
income family of four now spends about $170 a month on food, 
which is only $8 more than the minimum food guarantee estab- _ i c i lished for families of their size with little or no income. 0 

Now, since in-home food cunsumption normally accounts 
for only a small fraction of total household expenditures-- 
the Consumer Expenditure Survey showed the average family !. ~. "0 G .io o c o L.spendin$only 13 percent,of #otal:*income for- this< purpose,,‘ O;-'-‘ , 
-although BLS earmarks 26 percent of a lower income budget for 

~~O~~,o o * 

in-home food-- if other forms cf essential consumption were 
subsidized at comparable levels of adequacy, we would need to 
have a total income guarantee of over $7,000--maybe even 
$8,000--and this, of course, is a number far beyond the range " I ,Y ' of current debate, ' even among people who would support a rI' 
rather generous cash transfer program. 

So that we've come up with a standard that is very 
adequate compared to what we are prepared to provide in other 
programs, and having established this standard of adequacy, 
simple equity requires that food stamp benefits be extended 
to a major portion of the population since it appears that 
many families with incomes close to the median are unable to 
budget: comparable amounts of income for covered food items. 
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The very adequacy cf the food stamp guarantee thus poses 
a .qilerrrna for the policymaker in attempting to restrain pro- 
grxn costs and eligibility. 

Or. the one hand, commoL~ sense suggests and observation 
confirms that the great majority of middle-income Americans 
neither need nor want direct food assistance. 

Furthermore, income-tested programs are difficult to 
administ-r. you have to verify eligibility and adjust and 
issue benefits on a sufficiently timely basis to meet the 
needs of thE: people with very little other income. 

In th-3 food stamp program, you ha.-e the :;pecial problems 
of printi;ig, issuing, and redeeming the stamps. Ther? are 
also substantial costs to the families participating ;n the 
program :n -erras of time and inconvenience in applyxl.q for, 
purchasing, and redeeming the stamps. 

While these transaction costs might be justified by the 
social desirability of assuring adequa+e food consumption for 
the very needy, it seems less sensible to pay ail these costs 
to service middle-income people who are really not arguably 
in neei of direct %-Jd assistance, who thL-mselves already 
make large contributions to the Federal Treasury in the form 
of Social Security and income taxes, and who it would seem 
could be much more adequately and efficiently helped by a 
program of tax reform. W%y hand out, at a very expensive 
cost, a needs-tested benefit with one hand, and with the other 
hand make the people turn around and pay-a lot of taxes? Why 

' don'? fou just cut their taxes? :c 0 < 

. 

. 
On the other hand, if food stamp program benefits avail- 

able to the very poorest families compete very effectively 
~~og,~c"~ with what many lower middle and,middle income families are;. u. ,,L~~ .8: r . 

cl* co wilting and able to spend for food on their o&n, if tie deny Q' -;@ ' ‘ 
these latter families access to the program, it's inequitable 
since, to put it simply, people with less income would get 
more than people with more income cf their own and this is 
considered to be destructive of vertical equity and "leap- 

D I. frogs people" in the income distribution. ~ c 

It's destructive of work incentives and makes people 
mad when they go in the grocery store and they see people with 
food stamps buying better food than they're buying themselves. 

Four considerations in solving the problems 

So those are the problems. But when you yo about trying 
to solve them you hdve to be very careful, and there are at 
least four things that you have to think about. The first, 
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of course, is eqiiity, and that is that people in like circum- 
stances, that is, with the same income ani resources and needs, 
be treated in a Iike manner and that the program be equitable 
vertically, that benefits be tapered smoothly across income 
classes so that families do not experience net losses in 
total income as their earnings and other private income in- 
creases. 

Further, that families must not be forced either to stop 
pa-ticipating in the Trogram or to black market their stamps 
because they are required to pay unreasonably high proportions 
of their income to purchase their coupon allotments; and that's 
something yo~z have to worry about if you think about raising 
the purchase requirements, 

Another thing to thirk about, of course, is target ef- 
ficiency. Food stamps are a welfare program, and as long as 
it exists as a welfare program it makes sense that the program 
benefits be concentrated among the most needy households and 
that, subject to cost and other constraints, program benefits 
for the very neediest be improved. 

Another thing to think about as you restructure is that 
there should not be nany adverse effects on current nartici- 
pants, particularly participants in lcw-income households and 
particularly the aged, which are always a very touchy group 
to deal with- 

Cf course you last constraint is the cost constraint. 
You don't want, in the current situation, to propose any re- 
form which will greatly increase the cost and it would really C c " u 'be nice if'yon could propose something that didn't cost any 
more than the current system and would cost less in the long 
run. 

Still, even with these constraints, when you look at 
the current program you can come up with a lot of ideas for 
making it better, and there are several alternatives which 

co s- 0" seem to me worthy of consideration. 
c 0 ili 0 _. .-- -- =- -_. 0. ;. n 0 - 0 s L ' " 0 

Some of them are mutually exclusive. All of them, how- 
ever, view the program as a basic income maintenance program, 
which it is. 

I mean by this that I think it is foolish to pretend that 
it's a food program. It is in effect a redistribution pro- 
gram. However, these alternatives differ in the degree to 
which they require a fundamental restructuring of the program, 
with the ultimate alternative being, of course, to cash-out 
the program entirely. 
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Computation of bonus t 
The most modest hut I think minimum necessary reform 

is to change the method by which food stamp bonuses are com- 
puted. 

As Gil pointed out, the food stamp program is a funny 
program. It's a hybrid offspring of a welfare program. In 
its early years emphasis was placed on assuring that people 
spent at least as much of their own money on food as they had 
s-pent before the program was enacted so this made purchase 
requirements tend to be very high, particularly for large 
families at ani income level who had had to spend large pro- 
portions of their income on food. 

Now, there has been improvement in that. In 197i they 
restructured the purchase requirement schedules, which is 
called the Basis of Issuance Table, but it's still a peculiar 
thing. 

At any given income level, except the very lowest, large 
families have to pay a higher proportion of their income for 
the food stamps than small families, even though they get 
more food stamps for this: this feature is kind of funny from 
the welfare point of view, since when you're looking at the 
total needs of those large families, they clearly have higher 
needs for cash for other purposes than smaller families with 
the sa : income. 

0 The purchase requirements als> jump all over the place. 
0 At thiza- income level, you may be plying 30 percent of your 0 c cc 

c _I income--your net income--for stamps and then all of a sudden 
it will drop to 26 percent and the proportion actually de- 
clines at the highest income levels covered. , 

31 ov r/ _ c.- ,,. ;.j r c c -c ~- < 0 . 03 -9. -1 ir d'; o .@, 
q>y c i.'< 5" c 1 y y" " E '&ib 

00 ". 
~cc " T&recQ&e ,&kher odgf&aturek &.( && &&& &&; iike ," 2: 4 

the provision that makes public assistance recipients auto- 
matically eligible for at least a minimum food stamp bonus 
even though their incomes may be considerably higher than 
those of other families who are not on welfare but who are 

e - I ja' denied access to food stamp benefits. , 0 O‘ _'- r L/ o' o, ii 0 0 
Itemized vs standard deductions 

But the impact of these inequities is totally eclipsed 
by a well-intentioned loophole in the food stamp regulations 
and this is the so-called itemized deduction. + 

This again comes out of the nature of the program that 
requires people to come up with hard cash to buy their coupon 
allotments. Now this turned out to be difficult for people 
to do--to come up with that amount of money in,a lump sum-- 
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and so over a time the program was pushed in the direction of 
allowing more and more deductions against accountable income 
for expenditures of other sorts. 

At the moment, the current regulations allow the follow- 
ing types of expenditures to be deducted in computing count- 
able income: income and payroll taxes; union and mandatory 
retirement payments; medical expenses; child care expenses; 
tuition and mandatory educational fees, including private 
school tuition; support and alimony payments; unusual ex- 
penses, even if these are ultimately reimbursable through 
insurance: and shelter costs, including utilities and mortgage 
payments in excess of 30 percent of inc *e after all the 
other allowable deductions have betn made. 

The effect of these deductions is a very peculiar one. 
If one was worried about the purchase requirements being too 
high, the most direct respcnse is just to lower the purchase 
requirements across the board. 

But instead, by doing as the positive income tax has 
done--that is, allowing people to claim deiuctions for specific 
expenditures-- the program turns out treating the better off 
better than the less ~211 off, for the simple reason that 
only famSlies with fair amounts of income can afford to pur- 
chase much of the deductible items. This; effect shows very 
clearly either in tabulations made from quality control and 
other survey data or just from looking at the Consumer Expendi- 
ture Survey. 

I. *. : ' 
c, Expenditures on items other than food inc%ea& with '"c . . 
income, and when you let people claim deductions for tnis 
what may actually happens is that the purchase requirements 
may decline as a percent of the total income as income in- =.o Qa" j c d 3.3 O.- = creases~*= c j 6.-j: - T .-3 . aro =u , c 0 OgG B;,* yj <yooc ObG ,'o*; + b-o&o",$ 

What you"re doing essentially is0 subsidizing other forms 
of consumption through a food transfer program and it just 
doesn't make acy sense. It wasn't what was intended but that's 
xhat happens when you go out trying to deal with a problem 0.' . ~ a‘ 0 j ', on a case-by-case basis. ' de 5. -0 j e ~ iCi e- CD_‘ 4 "* ii L 0 

Xow I think the very first thing, the very minimum thing, 
that you ought to do within the food stamp program at the 
moment is to eliminate the itemized deductions and instead 
to introduce a standard deduction. 

The standard deduction would be worth a great deal more 
to the poorest families than the current itemized deductions 
since they don't pay as much for shelter, medicine, and 
schools and so forth, and this would lower purchase 
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requirements at the lower end of income distribution but it 
would raise purchase reqLrements at the higher covered 
income levels and it would curtail program eligibility some- 
what. 

It would at least keep off the $11,000 or $12,000 family 
which the newspapers keep picking up and advertising, which 
doesn't do the program any good, 

Now there are a whole zange of choices available in de- 
ciding how high the standard deductions ought to b-c;, whether 
you ought to have a special additional deduction for the aged, 
how hir,? the purchase requirement relative to income in excess 
of the deductions Gvght to be. 

The Department of agriculture has explored at least 30 
variations on these features and you can take your choice as 
to how much money you want to spend and where you want the 
money to go. 

These, of course, were the alternatives which were to be 
presented to the Congress in the June 30th report from the 
Department of Agriculture, but apparently because of pressure 
from WE the Agriculture Department was not allowed to put 
forth its recommendations. 

Getting rid of the itemized deductions would, of course, 
also greatly simplify the problems of administration. Cur- 
rently recipients have to come in with their receipts for 0 . -, o 0: c post expendituses and have to project expenditures over the 
next period. 

ol) $0 c,- c' L 

It's very difficult for them. It's very difficult for 

iD 
I the administrators and actually accounts for some 40 percent 

c "O 'of dll the errors whiqh have -been-detected in the quality I( m'i. ;4:0 B e.j.O,u:OoC .o-- 
control surveys. c 0 (I- O c a: 

Administrative efficiencies 

a. z c I won't go into all th= possible recommendations for the 
.o * problems of administration but there are a couple worth ' * ' ': ' 

mentioning. The first is I strongly believe that food stamps, 
like cash assistance, should move to a monthly reporting ,3f 
income. 

Experience vith the incom n maintenance experiments shows 
that this is a very effective way, both of increasing re- 
sponsiveness of the program to very low income people but at 
the same time of cutting leakage of benefits to people with 
high income. 

- --___ - -_ I 1 
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HEW is currently considering mandating monthly report- 
ing for AFDC and one might anticipate even greater savings 
for the food stamp program in k;hich a much higher proportion 
of participating families have reportable income. 

The most obvious thing about this proposal is that it's 
fair--it rioesn't hurt the poorest people and i': improves the 
integrity and acceptability of the program. 

hother thing to do is simply to integrate the adminis- 
tration of the program at the local level with AFDC and SSI. 
At tfle moment recipients have to fill out two different fo-m, 
and this is silly. 

About 55 percent of all food stamp recipients are getting 
AFDC or SSI and it seems silly that they just can't fill out 
one form for both programs, 

Eliminate purchase requirements 

Xoving to more fundamental restructuring of the program, 
the next alternative worth considering is simply to elimina-e 
the purchase requirement. 

The idea sould be simply to give eligible families the 
bonus value in stamps rather than require them to purchase 
the full allotment, Now this would move the program very much / 
in the direction of a cash income maintenance program. I c L <: The Fo6d Stamp allotment k&id become a'basic guarantee 

‘. " 
'* Iri ' ' "' 

and there would be a "benefit reduction rate" which serves 
i 

only to taper the bonus paid out over income. 

0 _ 
GoOO 8 cm> :c 0. This would reducenby. 40 percen~Lthe.number' of stamps toLO,., 

/ <zUabe rssued-and red&em&d'and eliminate agency"cash handling 
.‘ D :o nLlr o"o /_O 

problems, which are increasing. 

It would also reduce the burden on families who have 
difficulties in raising the cash to mtitit the purchase require- 0 <1 - i ment and thus Ft would encourage program participation among. 

c the needy. 0 0 
At the same time, il: would eliminate the need for the 

difficult to administer itemized deductions and variable 
purchase options. 

ft would also free families to use the former purchase 
requirement funds for nonfood items and thereby reduce bJ.ack 
market sales of stamps, and perhaps it would promote more 
careful food baying. 

\ 
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On the other L&d, against this you can argue that it 
would undercut the forced budgeting of a given amount for 
monthly food which appeals to many conservatives and to the 
nutritionists. 

It may make food stamps look more like welfare and it 
might discourage participation by those rho want no part of 
welfare handouts, ad you do get that sort of sentirzent. 

It might also encourage program abuse to the extent that 
the current purchase reqGrement is a deterrent to abuse and 
I think it is. I think it is keeping away a certain number 
of people k;ho would be willing to come in and take advantage 
of the cash program, 

Relativistic definition of the coupon allotment - 

Now another alternative which could be combined with any 
cf the preceding alternatives is to adopt a relativistic 
definition of the coupon allotment; that is, to dete nine 
coupon allotments as a function of food expenditures at the 
cut-off income level. 

At the moment there is virtually no end to the contrc- 
versy over the ;3roper value for coupon allot:tients if the 
relev;?r;.is criterion for their establishment is the assurar:e 
of a nutritionally adequate diet, 

P ‘, ,j~ow critics on tie one hand argue that current allotments 0 
are too low because, while a careful buyer could purchase a ' 0" 
nufcritionally adequate diet with these amounts, the dLet thus 
purchased might be -unpalatable or at least not in accordance 

-<; cc with normal American eating habits. Thus, few food stam? c 
%PC "3 L ;' go d~-~parti.c$panfs~ a&+iev% nctrQit%onally adequate dietzzoP &,' o :, 

c-' 0 0 L _ Y a:0 .L 0z c .0 .D -.i 
. 

On the other hand, it is argued that few Americans at 
any income level have nutritionally adequate diets and that 
food stamp recipients, like most Lericans, purchase too much 
meat, much too much sugar products, 

.i " - " fresh fruits, and cerealS, 
and many too few vegetables, 

and increasing the allotment will Le . " 
not alter this pattern, 0 o 0 0 

Others have observed, as I dill earlier, that the coupon 
allotments already compete favorably with the amounts spent 
on in-home food by middle-income families. 

Now one possible way out of this dilemma is to adopt a 
relative definition of program adequacy, In this approach, 
the assurance is provide5 that every family, no matter how 
low its income, will be able to buy as much food as families 
at some higher income level are purchasing without government 
subsidy. 
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Under such a plan, the Congress Gould simply specify an 
income level for each fzmily size below which families would 
be provided wit:? fcod s;rjsidies- 

The couwn allotment for any given family size would the11 
be set equi;ralent to the average amount which governmc7t sur- 
veys show that families of that size spend cn consumable 
groceries at the income level at which the subsidies are cut 
off. 

The average benefit reduction rate, the amount by which 
the bonus is redx;-d at any incozne ieve belcw the cut-off, 
is analogous tc the purctase requirement under the current 
program and is simply determined by the two ;Mrameters--the 
coupon allotment and the inccme cxt-off level. 

For example, li the income eligibility liPit for families 
of four is set at $7,GOO, this is tantamount to saying that 
tie government Lecidod sverybody with income below $7,000 
need's some help in the buying of food. 

Then what be do is eo look and see how much other families 
irlth $7,000 of incozz smd on food, Suppose that's about 
51800 a year. Pt?at's nclt quite ricjkt but it's close. Then 
the benefit reducrrion raze is shply $1800 divided by $7,000, 
which is about 25 percent, 

So a family wlti zero income #ould get Sli100. At income 
levels between zero and $7,000 f&lies of four would receive. 
a bonus equal to the difference between 25 percent of their 
income and ti!l= $1800 cour;ion allo-sent. At $7,000--the "break- 

‘ 0 even" point--the prccram would phase out naturafly. 

Now the nice thing about this is that it is equitable. 
There isn't any IeapfrJgging of families. ‘lo'~'re assured 
that everyb&y below an income level gets the same amount of 

bu 0 0 '3 fooccm as the peoplq,a t t.'lat jl~ome-reveS,rt but -no more:!,,. Norm& 
-0 buying 'patterns cf"particiGants are-not dis'orted. 

Most i.m_aortantly, an explicit judgment may be made by 
the Congress as to the income limit for eligibility rather 
than having that limit determined indirectly, as it is now, 

I ~*c&by independent decisions as 'to the level of coupon allotments, I 
purchase requirements, and income deductions. 

You can't even say ambiguously at the moment who is 
eligible to participate in the food stamp program because it 
depends on how much they spend for other things. 

If a family goes out and buys a big house, they c>uid go 
on getting food stamps for quite a long time. . 

I 
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Cash out food stamps 

The problem with the preceding alternatives from one 
point of view is that they leave the food stamp program 
ba:;ically alone. There would still be a coupon allotment. It 
would still be spendable cnly on food and that allotment would 
continue to be the target of efforts by the nutrition lobby 
and by others who see no other vehicle to aid the poor to 
raise it higher and higher. 

Now since it's already very high relative to what -the 
poor are provided for other cecessitks, if not high by 
general standards of consumption, one may well question wheth- 
er it makes sense to 30 on redistributing income under the 
guise of feeding the poor. 

This is the fundamental weakness in trying to use one 
program which transfers one tzFe of goods--in this case food- 
in order to accomplish major income redistribution. 

Of course one answer to this weakness, which has been 
proposed, is to transfer more than one kirld of goods. - ^L HOW 
about addfiT a housing allowance? 

. 

Wow the idea of stamps, vouchers, has been spreading 
very R very rapidly. The edccation voucher is being tested in 
California. We have housing allowance experiments going on 
at 13 locations. 

Various groups have been pro-posing energy or gasoline 
stamps and we expect eve-ry day to hear from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities about dancing‘class stamps. 

Now, the trump card, of course, is to be played by 
another federal agency which will advccate its own type of 
voucher. 

'10 0 ~: z&g 0" BL" QOF, 0 
The Unite$State.&Li‘reasury will come forth &-&'will 

propose the "stamp stamp." Now the stamp stamp of course is 
the voucher which can be used to purchase any other kinds 
of stamps, 

:. . em ; I 4. * .," And -we think that they might call it money. .( .I i . 0 o . ., -*,= ‘ 0 3 
Now ‘Iti& is, of course, the direction one powerf*ul 

0 c r 

group of reformers would like to move in straight away. Why 
not cash out food stamps? Why just keep adding more benefits 
hoping that nobody would notice what y.u5re doing? 

Instead, create an adequate broad-based income mainte- 
nance program. 'Now people have been working on try'ing to 
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. 
consolidate an? hroaden the cash income maintenance system 
for quite a number of years, starting with President Johnscn's 
Income Naintenance Commission which laid the groundwork for 
the Family Assistance Plan, which died a lingering death and 
more recently was revived by the HEW Welfare Reform Task Force, 
which last year did push its proposals right up to the White 
House. 

_ - And there are people now saying that the proposals may 
be revived, although the future i*; not certain. 

So why not cash ot.f.3 Well, there's one major problem 
in cashing out and that's the simple fact that a lot of 
people would be made worse off. 

As I mentioned before, there is no cash program in the 
world that people would stand for that would provide eligi- 
bility for families with $12,000, $13,000, or $15,000 of 
income. 

And at the moment, this is probably not an insurmount- 
able problem. But if something isn't done soon to restrict 
in kind program participation at middle-income levels, it's 
going to become an increasing problem because it is very 
difficult to propose a program which will make people worse 
off in any large numbers. 

So that I feel that whekher or not you want to cash- 
out food stamps, you ought to do something quickly to begin 
to restructure the program in such a way that it might lend 
itself to a c3sh-out. \ 

But there are other problems with cashing out too. The 
perception of many, of course, is #at new income maintenance 
programs still face strong political-philosophical resistance 
primarily on the issue of work,incentives--if you give them. 
mney, they'll-just sit on the'horch and whittle. :o p 

And it's simply felt that if you--and this would include, 
I'd say, probably the McGovern segment--that if you press 
now for a conversion from food stamps to a cash transfer CL 1 system, it's -a foolish s:rategy because it seeks the ideai at. 
the expense of the possible. - 
CONCLUSION 

The steady, relatively unnoticed growth of food stamp 
expenditures has occurred because the program has wrapped 
itself in the banners of nutrition and agriculture, and thus 
far its broader function as an income redistribution program 
has not been widely recognized. 
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Income reilistrini~ion, of course, 1s not a very popular 
phrase in the Lierican 2olitFcal lesicon. Senator McGovern 
learned thi. tie hard way in 1972 schich may be why he has 
retreated to his fcrmer staztiard of hunger-fighter. 

. . !3ut this is, as Gil points out, the u.?spoken issue in 
the debate on food stax?s and welfare in general. Is it 
necessary to pretend that you're only feeding the malnourished 
in order to gez any degree of incone redistribution? 

Un *he other hand, the trouble with building major social 
institutions on inytl?s is tha' L the m-&h extracts a price. In 
the case of food star+s, the multipi e bureaucracies for 
eligibility determination, the sale of the stamps, the redez?- 
tion of the stamps, and the potential for abuse are part of 
the price which you pay to garb inccne maintenance in the 
guise of hunger fighting. 

Moreover, as tie progrzzs enlarge and they move more 
adequately towards fulfilling their true role, the mythical 
nature of their foundations becomes nore evident and makes 
the program more vulnerable. I thi& one might end up by 
questioning whether in the case of food staE?s should the 50 
million or one in four of th2 population actually come in and 
participate, and should program costs mount to over $10 
billion or inore would the efficacy ef the nutritionist colora- 
tion continue to protect and sustain the program? 

SO I leave it OR thzt note and I don't know the answers 
to all those questions. 
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Yesterday x testified before the Republican Study Com- 
mittee regarding welfare and food stazq reform and in the 
afternoon I talked with the Democratic Study Team who is 
working on food stam? reform and I understand there is 
another organization being set up in the Vice President's 
Office to work on food stamp reform yet I can't really find 
that any one of- them will really become the end of it all. 

I was frustrated because it seemed from a national priority 
standpoint that welfare reform and food stamp reform were at 
the very bottom and looking uf on everything else, including 
the garbage men in New York City. 

And when I come here today and hear all of the great 
recommendations that I was going to make already made, that 
seems to be rather a frustrating condition. 

And I Pik?n myself now to the guy that was so Frustrated 
that when he threw himself to the floor in utter disgust, he 
missed, 

Background 

First of ali, we'd like not to have a food stamp non- 
program, but we do have one. We'd like to cash it out, but 
we can't. 

. 

Incidentally, food stamps have been cashed out in five 
States on the adult programs under H.R. 1. California 
fcrtunately was one of the five and in Los Angeles County we 
cashed out 193,030 food stamp cases by adding $10 to the 
grant, a little inequitable because only 25 or 30 percent of 
those people actually had previously subscribed to food 
stamps with the average benefit around $10. _ '6 r 

bC ‘ g&a 'cfc;o OS., ye; n f% c- c c @&w 
So there were 75 percent-of the a&t cases in-'& Angeles 

- ~~ e-0 / ^ 00 
' 

3 

County that got a little windfall. But in terms of the 
administrative nightmare, at least that part was over for a 
while. 5 0 c.*- 5 =,-*, ' 

&nc& then Congress has been actively try& t' ' J sit food ' " - ' 0 0 0 stamps reinstated (those five states) and we've been fighting 
it like you wouldn't believe. 

To give yt>u a little bit of perspective about Los 
Angeles, I think you probably visualize Los Angeles as a 
large city on the west coast. Naturally it is a fairly large 
city, with 2 l/2 million people. 
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But Los Angeles County is vastly different than Los 
Angeles City. ~JX Angeles Ccunty has a p;pulation of 7 million 
and is larger than 31 states, 

There are 78 cities in Los Angeles County, and each one 
is an individual orqanization and requires individual handling. 

Currently, in terms of food stamp population, in Los 
Angeles County after the cash-out we still had 530,000 
persons receiving public assistance and food stamps. 

We also have an additional 188,080 in nonpublic assist- 
ance and mixed cases---= lor a total of 719,000 people. These 
719,000 people in April boug ht $22 million worth of stamps 
that had a bonus value of $12 l/2 million, Extrapolating 
this over a year, that gi-Tes us an approximation of $266 
million worth of stamps with a bonus value (funded entirely 
by the Federal Government) of $150 million. 

The adminisLrative cost is rather a mixed bag, the 
public assistance cases (the 530,000 2ersonsf the adminis- 
trative cost is buried in the AF'DC program so we can't 
figure out what it is. Ke try to guess as best we can, 

The administrative costs for the nonassistance cases 
are funded 50 percent by the Federal Government and 50 per- 
cent by the county. This funding arrangement has a lot to 
do with the problems- 

Administrative difficulties 

When I showed up on the scene in Los Angeles 3 years 
ago, I visited all the Cistrict Offices and talked to 350 
workers to find out what their problems were. They indicated 
that food stamps were about 25 percent of their work load 

0 0 a& bu&about 50 perce&:'c,of .&sir f,&stiation, -Ana soLwe tried 1 
@ to find out why the -frustration and determined that food 

stamps were a very low priority program in terms of the 
county's interest. 

.a -0 ~, OL-‘ When I visited Sacramentu I found a similar conditio.? 
there --a very low priority program. The more I studied it,. "' n 
the realization came that any program that's totally 
federally funded, is g0ir.g to have a low priority in terms 
of the administrative interest of the county and the State. 

After we secured approval of the Board of Supervisors 
that the logical thing was to cash-out the program, we pro- 
posed this to Congress and failed, 
thing was to transfer it to BEW. 

Then the next logical 
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We visited the Department of Agriculture and proposed 
to Mr. Butz that it should go to HEW, and talked to Mr. 
Weinberger. He said, "I agree it should be with me, but 
buddy, I'**e got all I can handle right now." So we were 
unsuccessfh in that area, 

The next logical thing seemed to be to simplify it, so 
I accumulated half a dozen of the best brains in Los Angeles 
County in the area cf food stamps, and we got together with 
some computer people asd we did a computer analysis of a 
quarter of a million cases to see if there wasn't some way 
of patterning eligibility. 

We were already iavolved in a $20 million computer 
program in AFiX. We felt that if we could do this food stamp 
simplification job right, we could really simplify this 
whole operation by merging it with the new AFDC computer 
program. 

And we, in our analysis of the computer findings, found 
that there was a pattern. There was a distinct segregation 
between what people paid for food stamps if they were working, 
as opposed to if they vere not working; and by working we 
mean sufficient to change the grant. 

r 

We went a step further and isolated segments of income 
in hundred-dollar segmenis, So when we got all through we 
had a neat table that said if you have a family of four you 
can look at it, and if they were not working you can look at 
this table and say this is what you're going to pay for food _ 

'stamps, and if you are working and your income is so many 0 
dollars a month this is what you*re going to pay for food 
stamps. 

Now we cme,up with a lot of other simplified ideas. 
O&'of the fmstrating things h a large city like Los Angeles .&$ : "*f@L I‘ 

0 
is that whenever an individual moves he's responsible to go 
through the entire certification process again, inasmuch as 
his household situation may change and he may be paying $5 or 
$10 more or less rent. In Los Angeles this particular popu- 

a -0 lation had a movenent rate of ahut 25 percent a month. So, -j 9 c 
roughly 75,000 people were going through a recertification. 
process each month sin@y because they moved. 

. I 

We felt that once we had simplified this thing and es- 
tablished a flat grant, and the income, expenses, and every- 
thing that previous speakers have tllked about, we'd have the 
problem licked. 

We even designed a simple form and got down to about 
Lhree-quarters of a page of information. Then we took it a 
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step further and said, "Well, look, if we're going to build 
the eligibility determination into our computer on AFDC, why 
can't we do this on food stamps?" 

So then it occurred to us that all we would need to do 
then is put this beautiful program into the computer logic 
and then when a recipient requested food stamps and AFDC, we'd 
simply explain the Food Stamp program, denermine whether they'd 
like to participate, and that would be it. 

The computer would identify precisely how much they were 
going to pay for their food stamps from data collected far 
APDC and would mail it out to the recipients regularly. 

Well, before we got this far, the chairman of our Commis- 
sion of Los Angeles visited HEW and Agriculture to determine 
whether they'd be receptive to a pilot program like this be- 
cause we knew we couldn't introduce this nationally. 

. 
We requested a 3-year pilot and they were very receptive 

to that. Then we met with the regional people and they seemed 
fairly interested in it although they gave us a little warn- 
ing that it didn't appear to them that they (USDAf had the 
authority to initiate pilot programs. This "blew our tinds" 
because we have pilot programs in AFDC coming out of our ears. 

But, sure enough, after a lengthy analysis of our simpli- 
fication program, it turned out that the Department of Agri- 
culture had no authority to conduct pilot programs; so, there- 
fore, ours was rejected. c i c co ̂  

Later on when the Senate requested the Department of 
Agriculture to come up with some legislation #at would sim- 
plify the program, we immed' 

3 
tely turned this vast amount of 

qQ, f 5 3": data&,-to them and got .a le ter back saying, Vppzeciate ;OO 
0 your -information I&t- it'was too late." c)f course that info+ 

mation was there for 3 years, but they missed it somehow down 
the line. 

So we're looking at a program in Los Angeles of some 
Sl5J million of bonus value annually. r ‘j , 1 I(I. h * / 5' _ : 0 0 

The stamps are purchased at transaction stations which 
we call issuing agents. People were formerly rising banks, 
but the banks objected to it so we had to go other routes. 
W-2 have 57 issuing agents. We pay them 85 cents a transac- 
tion, which amounts to about $3 l/2 million a year. 
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Other welfare programs 

Now this is part of a welfare program in Los Angeles 
County and I'd like to give you the magnitude of some of the 
other programs- 

The cash grant program is $617 million: the food stamps, 
as I've mentioned, are 5160 million: the medical-medicare, 
$596 million; and the SSI program, $427 million. So, in 
little old Los Angeles County, we're giving out $1,800,000,000 
a year. 

There are 13,600 workers in the Department of Public 
Social Serflice, which dispenses these benefits and is 
located in some 100 facilities throughout the county. 

grogram complexities 

Th43 complexity of the food stamp program has to be mixed 
in with the AFDC program inasmuch as the same employees are 
handling the applications. 

Several of us got together and said, "Let's lay out what 
happens when a potential applicant fcr public assistance walks 
into the intake office and applies." So we created a flow 
chart. I will need a little help in unrolling this chart. 

Remetier, what we're looking at now is a combination of 
the public assistance progra;its. 

(unrolling scroll as he explains it) 0 

As you can see, the applican t walks through the door, 
talks to a receptionist, begins filling out forms, and those 

8 "-0 o Q=~g uforms have, a yes or no condition. Then they go,LFlsewhere a@,-: 7~; 0 1' 
B elsewher&Gand elsewhere and elsewhere. ': .‘iJ .- i. Co 9 4 ,c*., ds cb % I' 

(Laughter as scroll is unrolled halfway around the room-- 
a totai length of 44 feet.) 

3 L Well, there it is-- they finally-got the check,-- Now - ' ' i r c L ~ 
'intermixed with all of that is approximately a thousand forms 
that are required to be filled out by the recipient or the 
worker. 

Now this is not a situation where every applicant would 
go through all of this, but this is the conceivable thing that 
they would be involved in. 

It includes rhe food stamp program. It includes the 
medical applicant. Includes the work registration requirement, 
and so on and so forth. 
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This, ladies and genrleaen, represents a national dis- 
grace. Our Legislators, our bureaucrats, our j;Idges ought 
to face the citizens of this country in shame and humiliation' 
for creating something like that, 

That's my opiniofi, and all of them are responsible. 
They seem to legislate programs and walk away from them and 
say, well, I guess we solved ;:lat problem, and never look 
back on it. 

The worker who handles certification must as a minimum 
requirement have a high school degree, that's it. We have 
4,000 eligibility workers in Los Lngeles County - 75 percent 
of them have immigrated from the clerical ranks, at which they 
have to have a minimu typing skill of 25 words a minute. 
Once they become an eligibility worker they handle 140 cases 
the next day-140 cases represents up to $500,000 of taxpayers' 
money a year. 

I submit to -jc~ that this is complication at its utmost. 
So when anyone asks you or t*?lls you about the complications 
af public assistance, you can recall this visual illustration 
of it. 

Administrative probleims 

We have other problems. First of all, there is an in- 
consistent administration of aliens in California-between 
AF'DC and food stamps. There are inconsrstent regulations on 
income allowances between AFDC a.rd food stamps. 1 There are r 0: a inconsistent concepts of budgetil.3 in Caliiornia. In Cali- 
fornia we have prior months' budgeting versus food stamp 
concurrent budgeting. Even the neu child regulations, which z 
came out a month ago, are inconsistent. The regulations D 

<g.$o~ : 
exempt the incentive payment from,qDC,,but not food;stamps. ‘ #,j*= 0o ;"U.0.0>z2Jg- 
We have problems with-the issuing a<en&. It's the‘connty's Y c 
responsibility to contract with the issuing agents to issue 
food stamps and to estzblish eligibility, determine the pay- 
ment schedule, nail out the AIPN, provide an identification 
card which, incidentally, is the mDst stupid thing I've ever 

* ' ' ' o'"' .I& o- seen. It's a-piece of nlastic with the person's name on it, 
'and provides the authority to purchase food stamps. All of 
these, incidentally, are counterfeited very easily. 

We recently encountered counterfeiting operations of 
food stamps in Orange County where they had about half a 
million dollars of food stamps ready to go on the market. 

From then on it gets rather loose, The issuing agent 
orders th-e stamps from the Department or' Agriculture. The 
county doesn't kuow abozt that transaction. , The Department 
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of Agriculture then transmits the stamps to the issuing agent, 
and again the county doesn't know about that transaction. 

The Department of Agriculture sometimes ships short in 
terms of the order so the agent doesn't get the amount of 
stamps that they have ordered, Then-again the county doesn't 
know about it. 

Yet the county has the responsibility for administering 
this program effectively. We have problems in smaller loca- 
tions where a smaller quantity of stamps are really required, 
and yet the Department of Agriculture's minimum allocation is 
$180,000, which poses a significant problem in some of the 
areas like that. 

In California a new administration was elected. We had 
real tight coordination going on between the county and the 
State previously, but now we are in trouble. 

We hzve no State administrator, There hasn‘t been a 
Director of Welfare appointed as yet. There is no one the 
county has to go to for advice, for authorization to deviate 
from policy, and for approval of procedures. 

The next step would be for the county to go to the 
regional HEW office in San Francisco or the regional office 
in San Franrisco for USDA: and in neither case does the county 
get any help these days. 

r 3 &Therefore, the county has no one .to go tc; but Washington j 
(USDA]. A big problem here is communication. Can't seem to 
get responses back: and in order to proceed in some of the 
innovative ideas that Xos Angeles has come up with recently, 

6~,oc c 
they've undertaken a different policy. They advise USDA 0 

hCO Washington ti+t this is a proposal and, unless they hear o> 
otherwise, they will proceed within 10 days. 

,o oc 
Information is 

now gradually beginning to flow back to Los Angeles so we can 
do some of these things that we're talking about. Los Angeles 
represents 40 to 50% of the food stamp case load in California 

>” 

r -and deserves better attention. L < ‘ D C-Co i D * . . '. o1 , e o -Cc ^O " '," . . Q 
L. A. CountyOproblem resolutions 

I'd like to have some confidence that things are going to 
improve in the food stamp program nationally. I can see 
improvement in Los Angeles County. We introduced a quality 
control program concurrent with AFDC quality. Incidentally, 
while I'm on that topic, the AFDC quality control program has 
provided one of the greatest benefits I know of. I can't 
find words to tell you how well that program is really doing. 
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We organized a quality control section -wit?.in the de- 
partment in which they aud iced 50 cases in each one of the 
district offices every monL1. Il'e (the department) were able 
to identify what districts were giving us problems in quality. 

We were able to identi,? what program material was caus- 
ing the problem; what the causes were. We set up a corrective 
action committee to correct the problem and, as a result, in 
the last 14 or 15 months that the program has been going on, 
we've been able to rc_duce our errors by more than 50 percent. 

When we started, overpayments were approximately 27 
percent; where now it's II percent. Ineligibility was some- 
thing over 6 percent and now it's below 3 percent, and :hat's 
quite an accomplishment for a large organization. 

Our quality control recommendations have now been in- 
corporated throughout the State of California and in all the 
counties and, although ?,os Angeles is xe of the parties that 
engaged HEW in a lawsuit challenging the conce>i; of fiscal 
sanctions, we nevertheless believe this quality grogram has 
lone a great deal of benefit. 

The lawsuit will continue (I expect) as long as HEW 
threatens sanctions, but, nevertheless, unless things change 
drastically, some day we're going to find ourselves within the 
federal sanction level of 3 percent for ineligibility, al'hough 
I don‘t expect we will reduce oterpayments to five percen:-- 

Q c c -r 
The-quality control program was so successful in AFDC 

E 0 
s 

that we introduced it in the food stamp program, While we 
were auditing 1250 cases monthly in AFDC, we said, "Why not 
review the food stamp component in these cases?" So in a 
ty$calmonth thatoamounts '&;oeaboct 800 to 900 cases. So we 
now have a monthly quality control report for each district 
on the food stamps, These are public assistance food stamp 
cases. There's also a nonassistance quality control program 
that comes from the Department of Agriculture. 

. a 'The error rates haGe drotiped from about 45"percent to'-- ' I0 ' " * . 
about 35 percent in the last 3 months. WePre finding out 
what some of the errors arc, All of this, naturally, has 
led to an upgrading of standards for the eligibility workers 
and supervisors of the management structure, 

We've automated the training. We provide videotapes as 
a technique for training now- And so generally we're working 
strenuously trying to manage the p%rogram, and beginning to make 
some progress. 
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I look forward to dealing with you people in whatever 
capacity that I can in the future and I want to thank you 
for inviting me to speak to you here today. 
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MOWENG DISCUSSI'I)R 

Why does nothiq hqgm md is this an eea in which &4Ao couZd 
coak+ibute? Hew do pm make cixnge &zppen, if ue a&x?& kn~?l whati al 2 
the good answers are? 

MISS ALLJZN: Well, I do think that there is a role for 
GAO simply because I think the problem right now is that there 
is a big vacuum in the leadership area in food stamps. 

I think the history of this agricultural reptirt, or the 
history of the reform effort, which really dates from this 
fall, any serious attempt to considerabie reforms in food 
stamps is very illqstrative in the sense that there.seems to 
be a tremendous problem of leadership at the higher levels of 
the government and at the top level of the Departn%nt of 
Agriculture. 

Now there's a very hopeful thing in that new people did 
come into the program, prFmarily Royal Shipp, who was the 
head of the food stamp program this fall (1974). He is now 
the Assistant Dize ctor of the Food and Nutrition Service-- 
Assistant Administrator, I guess, of the Food and Nutrition 
Sel-vice, and he's a very bright person- ' e 

He was in GM3 before- He understands the issues and 
so on. There appears to be no one for -Hoyalto talk to. 

0 o$$ ," 
O <When the ,sudden raising of the purchase requirement r$te was, 

--.~r,~decide~~~uLuponi"fas~fall, Royal Shipp wasn~~"eveni'prese~t'at 
c, il 

/ ;% = 0, 
thi discussions. &' * 

- &)c.; P:;":.~ 

It wasn't that he was uninformed that was going to 
happen. I know personally that he was very upset at the idea 
#-at there was no prior analysis on the effects of that raise, = ‘S ~*. a. _= ." 0 i although the data-an1 the methods were already there which 0 

r would have shown that it was going to cause tremendous hard- 
ship at the bottom levels of the income distribution. 

Above Mr. Shipp in the hierarchy is a Secretary who is 
committed to getting rid of the program one way or another, 
and no one else in the Department of Agriculture has ever 
been very interested in it, 

I think there‘s a similar vacuum in OMH. There's been 
a lot of turnover in OMB p.zrsonnel in recent months. A lot 
of them have gone over to CPO and other places and, below the 



level of Paul O'Neil, there really is no one who understands 
or has studied the food stamp program. 

Now they are bril,ging in the Domestic Council to 
look at the issues. I don't know that anyone there has 
studied the issues in great detail, and I think the debate 
will be dominated by HEW where there are many bright people; 
but they're all people who have been studying welfare 
reform and there seems to be fear that any emphasis on 
food stamp reform might steal the'thunder from any welfare 
reform. 

So what's left now for any leadership is the Congress, 
and Congress has been increasing its knowledge base but it's 
very difficult, or has historically been difficult, for the 
Congress to get itself together- to really look at alternatives 
and sponsor studies and delve into it and so forth, and here 
is where GAO can play a big role. 

They have done it in other issues; certainly the quality 
control report that GAO put out was a very influential thing 
in focusing attention on the program. 

MR. STEINER: I guess I don't agree with the basic pre- 
mise that we know what the good answers are. We know only 
what the troubles are. We know what the inconsistencies are. 
We know what the ambiguities are. 

You have heard a variety of good answers spewed out this 
morning, but the particularly desirable answers, or the single 
answer that is most desirable from an individual viewpoint, 
will vary with the taste of the analyst. 

So the best answer for me is an elimination of funny 
money and a cash-out to a single currency. That may not be 
quite the best answer for some other equally well-intentioned 

e! '1) and high-minded people who areupset by,.the complications : 
?@c-'%nvolved in moving from here to' there,- &d who will advan&" 

$2~ Cl c. 

a somewhat different kind of good answer. 

Manifestly, my taste in a good answer will not neces- 
sarily agree with the taste of a large number of recipients 

ro 0 who are, indeed, benefiting significantly from the present .r c _ z= <- a 
arrangement and do not have the same visible distaste for a . 
stamp program that I do. And certainly their judgements, 
particularly as users, can't be set aside. 

In short, there is not the kind of universal agreement 
as to what should be done, thereby simplifying the problem to 
how do you get from here to there? 
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As is suggested, I guess it strikes me, therefore, that 
if there is some mechanism known to the GO for pushing the 
Congress to a determination of program objeztives, that is 
the first order of business to attend to. 

If it is possible to set a decision as to what it is that 
Congress wants out of a for2 stamp program, perhaps it wants 
a supplementary public assistance program that may be of an 
entirely different character from the older public assistance 
program. 

If that is the case, a good many things fall away as 
areas of concern. But if the Congress in its wisdom concludes 
that that's not what it wants, but ihat it vants something 
else, it then becomes ?ossijle for SAO to turn to the question 
of how do you get from here to there? 

Joseph Wholey's little book on Federal Evaluation Policy 
came out of the Urban Institute and makes a good deal, as 
many of you know, out of the importance of getting a fix on 
objectives. 

Do you want to work to-Gard improving chil? health in 
general or do you want to work toward reducing the incidents 
of mental retardation? 

They get wrapned up in a single piece of legislation and 
it gets terribly difficult 20 make an evaluation of progress 
under that legislation- 

By the same token- the absence of a clear-cut objective 
here strikes me as the single hardest probiem to crack. 

Should we just deal witi the food stamp program in iso- 
lation when reviewing the program or are there other programs 
,,directed towards the low-income groups which need to-be looked coo 0: 2 co. 

FO =g *" acAb at, at&he;%ame time? - &U : ' 6 _- '7 +y; y. ‘-$ V[Q' _ _ 2. '? -,F'$ ct .' ,> w; t c c .-T-a 0 OQ 

Also in reference to Yrs. ZThz'5 prehx4s mmer, I thirJc the pro- 
blem she refers to in I3z&*shi; n mzmfl~:r tizn E-3 m Coi-qress. I 
think it's the AgricuZti~e Ccmrt6~~es who GTz not re& to give up tke 

9 Food Stmp Program to the rvrmnit-%zs &aZin.z z&i+2 p&Zic assistance. . 1 "- _ .O - O 
0 c LO " 

MISS ALLEN: I heard an interesting argument made by one 
of the staffers for the 3ous.e Agriculture Committee, saying 
that, although there are sore people on the Ag Committees who 
take the Butz point of view on the welfare program, and there 
are others who see it as a z?ans for attracting interest to 
the Agriculture Committees. 
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Therz has been a growing schism in the Congress between 
agricultural problems and urban problems end one issue that 
brings the tr;o toqether and gets a bit of mix on the committees 
is potential:; the foe:! StFEiiF issue. 

Some people feel it's very impo,- +-+ant in the long run 
just to get that kind OE people on the Agriculture Com- 
mittee-- people with urban interests--so that we begin to 
perceive for a wholly different purpose that everybody's 
fate is bound up in the agricultural question. 

Khen you get this feeling of cities versus the farmers, , 
when you're all in it together, that's a very tricky kind of 
problem to deal with. 

MR. CLAPXSON: I also think that we tend to underestimate 
the amount of interest about the government programs. In my 
study ("Food Stamps and Nutrition") I tried to analyze and give 
an idea of the benefits of the nature of the program. A lot 
of people looked =rt this study, newspaper people, people. that 
interviewed me on programs, with the result being that Clarkson 
h'as in favor of mlnutriticn and starvation because he wanted 
to eliminate, not caslh-outr the food stamp program. That's 
not true. 

I didn't realize the extent that the average person is 
uninformed and it's re ally the voi_ers that provide a very 
effective constraint on possible legislation. 

xss .&LL?J: I had the same experie;lce with the hunger 
lobby. One thing I did :qrite about in the press was doing 
away with the itemized deductions and actually this is a funny 
thing- 

I thought it would appeal to liberals because a standard 

; c ci ; fi c ‘ ; &. ?,6ded:?ctisn, will .iyreaserrbenefifs s.ignificantly ajtd,,the bqttam -'cc-<; r_ <. . :fi. :. r : %;% * c' z +*' 
.d ‘ r < end of i6e income"dis~xibuti-, and-I-thought that was”a-good c i-LD 

thing to do. ,9ut. I'\I" _ :had visits from quite irate food action 
this and thats. 

AR)? chaqe in the program is to .>e fough:. It's viewed 
~ as an erosion of t:1i,s goorlOt:hing they've got going, and about 

tEe only change thty talk about is raising the coupon allot- 
ment which is abour the last thing you want to do. 
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MISS ALLEN: A very strong organized lobby. The question 
is, does lt represent the poor? I mean that's*** 

MR. STEINER: It's a surrogate lobby. 

MISS ALLEN: And they would surely assure you that they 
were representing the poor and they will have them at the 
McGovern hearings and they will certainly get a great number 
of people brought forth to say how good the food stamps are 
and, of course, they are good. 

They're a whole lot better than nothing. The question 
is, are they better than cash? And I don't think that issue 
was ever raised in all of the millions of-or hundreds of* 
hearings. 

No one ever said, "MIX- Jones, I know you like your $130 
worth of food stamps but would you rather have $125 worth of 
cash?" 

But there certainly is a very, very, very striking hunger 
lobby. 

MR. STEINER: For years it was a lobby of surrogates in 
public assistance, but I think the character of the public 
assistance lobby certainly changed materially when George 
Wiley appeared on the scene and organized the National Welfare 
Rights Organization. 

My point is that there is no food stamp equivalent of the 
Xational Welfare Rights group, -Ilthough NWRO itself took on 
some food stamp worries in its c?eclining days. 

I would Zike ta suggest thnt t he Froblem is larger than just one 
pogram. This has been aZZ& to= but I'm sure the zXea came across Fess 

.c': ~ stronghj than others. o -- + r Y cL * I 0 
\ .a r~. "*; ".' * 

AFhen you do frg to impme me program and you rzde some aZter- 
afions in it, you don't recognize zhe nzqrogram ef+fects, the effects 
9xzt azze azcumu.?.ated across these ocher incoz sem.ktg programs, and 
co I "guess what I'm trying to get &J is that the Congress could do a 
titter job of specifying &at the+ objective are. 

If they were presen"Gd inforz~tiw, that states here's the cost across 
~27, t&se ;rog.rzs, income secxriz;+ uise, an2 here's t& cdvazLtiges and 
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disadvantages o;*aIZ these thir._cs as tJm~ ~~~-:s~ toti~, Ir, other words, 
thJs is rvaliy z&t’s *sening sit tixre to&j. Ard in ~ddi7Z.m to that, 
if YOU %TC? to .mzke this kid a;' ehn~e in this kim' of ;7mpm, the gross 
effect a%ass a22 these ;;ro;rams ~~u2d be szcci2 iL71d szlr-? on this target 
.ropuZation axd on the taxyat po-$atim of n&;7~&.ts us ix22 me nm- .-, 
target ~opi2ation. A 

T" they hzd this corqosite set o;* infoArmation tZze3 cm2d +A and "J 
choose and say, &uy, if I pick s3metF,5ng on this scale, tXs ?'c ~lut's 
goirz to kqzen on th t sea2e; wzi I cm't hmde a22 q go& thiqs a& 
I have to put u? tith some of tk bad things, but ha; mu& of tise bad 
things am I g0ir.g tz 2et w&n I q to grab so.w of t&se good things? 

I? :hey h=ri t&t k&l of i??,fot=tnat<o,: base, thm rzqbe the? could 
aid uFJagreeirq to Ast sort of objec:ives tireid'd lib ti shoot for. 

Xr. Xoe, d3 you find in the a.c~ul aplicat+ii 0J +.&se tkings, that 
this ripple effect, or the ramifkat-ims of one pogr-~ or anotirer, that 
people urz?erstmz 7Aizt they are? 

DO you ZzcJe an? method in 53.5 Arzeles Cow?t~ fop beginnirq to ullder- 
s~L-z~? a22 t&se interactiow? 

MR. MOE : You're talking about the work level or the 
client level or the recipient level? 

I thir,k 1'~ taiking Gout Se dm-Lsiomakzr tevzt. 5~ 30~ think 
thz dec%tinmakers, a= any levei- Fedezxl, S+dts, or beal--have an uder- 
s tmidir,- of tk kiG cf th%g the prev-lr *s pestioxer ms -hlkiq about? 

n 
DO th.e,u urzierskz t&z impZicatiox ofps?Gg a &t-a he,re and 

mtcXng three tidttons pop Up oUf?r thaw? 

MR. MOE: The only place that happens is at the local 
i c level because that's where the implementation takes place, cg . : to r :&o,u~ -" cLip tZ the last point',: peopleare working'independently of,each?$u 

other and scarcely considering the impact on other programs 
that their changes might make. 

MISS ALLEN: Mr. Moe had a very good point while he was 
talking and which sort of slipped by, PI j SC* and that is this point 
that the Department of Agriculture has no authority to try op field demonstration projects. 

Ii elfare, of course, we've had Section 1115 waiver for 
years, b.-.ich allows very innovative things to be tested out . 
both in administrative and program structure, but the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture has no authority even to evaluate the pro- 

. grams much less try local variations. Los Angeles is a leader, 
but there are other counties that are interested in innovation 
too but there‘s no authority to do it; and that's something 
that should be pointed out very strongly to the Congress. 
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MR. MCIE: Incidentally, they (Food and NJuLritiox Service) 
were offered that authority but declined.***1 guess the 
rationale would go something like this. YOU can probably help 
me out. We're running a Federal program and we have Federal 
standards and it's going to be across the board for all 50 
States. We aren't going to treat anyone differently. 

Wheieas on AFDC it's run essentially by the States and 
we have 50 different approaches on how we handle AFDC. 

MR. STEINER: That's a tremendously important point and 
one that I hope you won't lose sight of--highlighting the 
consequences of intermixing federtlly established programs 
with Federal standards across the board in all 50 States so 
that, presumably, identically situated applicants are treated 
identically so i'ar as beneiits are concerned, wherever they 
may be. 

Intermixing that kind of program with Federal-State pro- 
grams of the public-assistance type where the differences can 
be very profound, depending on whether you happen to live in 
Richmond, Indiana, or five minutes across the borddzr in Dan- 
vilfe, Illinois. Then superimposing on top of that difference, 
the Federal program, further complicating matters by then 
introducing another Federal-State program--medicaid--and 
adding to that the possibility of yet another Federal program, 
my personal favorite--the veterans' pensions--and putting them 
all together in one big pot- This eventually seems to me a 
situation whereby the level of benefit available to any par- 
ticular depressed individual or individtial family, and the 
character of the progra, t&rough which that benefit is pa:d, 

' are a matter of chance rather than what we like to think ot 
as assured entitlement, 

Now it may be that in some cases it works to the advantage 
of thg individqal Seneficiaq. :-In other;casesr obviously it 0 h ,‘Y &c r q. c oyc 00 -.c;; ri 

c <"b' ~",o ‘ does -not, or there's something wrong with 'the situation where 
we have comingled these kinds of patterns and made it virtually 
impossible to predict the outcome of any pe ,icular application, 
in any particular situation- 

0 :The ‘Federal assis’&-s sL&zrZan& in Federa?, pro~grams 3ased on thy r ” 1 *l ~ 
obviatsZy specious asszqtzkz tti eqwd mozey meaxs equal treatment 0 
everyhere, or equal stamps means equal treatment, ad further so~ounds 
the problem -to asswne t&t 50 hue 3s in 3ew York is 50 bucks whexver. 

Basically, as I tmderstand, .U’X over the years, this wns somethiq 
that LMs ongoing it0 a krge ~zten: bej?&e tke Federal Government becane 
involved and, as a resdt, it’s c~ntixud ~GZLPI t&z rc& as a partnershi?. 
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The food s+!mp progro~ is r&t a partnership in te,ws of Frogram 
costs, except tc the cost to operate the program itself. Cther-ise, the 
Federal Govewment is payirz 100 Fercent of the food stcrmp mme~'s va&e, 
and this may account for s-me of the differences betien food s&zmps and 
other proms. 

The Agriculture Department, I krzw, takes a pretty firm line that 
these are standards, so on ad so forth, md tkq mnt the Statzs to 
j%llo~ them right dam the line. 

Cut when you get involved tith 93 on AFDC, the States azd counCes 
;Zave much wre flexibility because it is a partnership. 

MR. MOE: That's absolutely correct. Where people have 
no vested interest they have less attention as to the effect 
of the administration of it. 

Does that mean that uizzt ym’re saying is, if we Zook at the welfare 
program as a whole, it moves more in t?zz direction of mtiumZ stundards, 
it would be less and less effective? 

In 
thinking 
zt? 

other words, gettirq bac.k to this baZance, hurl shouM L.-Z be 
about which uzy thie bati=me s?zz& go? Vhat &o&d ue be looking 

MR. MOE: Well, to be the most effective it should be. 
The most authority should be given to the local control; and 
with authority comes responsibility, and when we’re talking 
about responsibility we're talking about money. 

'C 
MISS ALLEN: I think the pcint is really that the adminis- ' 

trative control should be vested with the responsibility for 
funding. If the programs are federally funded, they should 
be federally administered. On the other hand, if the benefits 

0 0 ' <are-locally -administered, state administered, whateverc7 then:: :, :c OF _I' 
a c"cPE -that9 jurisdiction should have a financial-stake in thd'program U " k- a~ aDo a1 '= 

so that the two interests are aligned, that's, you know, it's 
not clear what's the better way to go in any program. 

MR. MOE: I had a clear demonstration of that when I 
,-tried to sell my simplification program to the State of Cali- i ‘ 5 Ii '. L_ GLb 

fornia. They were totally disinterested in it and, after a /- 

series of m2eticgs, I discovered that they had no financial 
investment in it; therefore, they had no interest in the 
proposal. 

And I said, "Well, don't you realize you're paying 25 
percent of the administrative cost of this program?" And they 
said, "No, we're not." I said, -Yes, you are." And we got 
into a big argument. This was the State director. 
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And I said, "Call such and such in your office and ask 
him that que.stion.R And he said, "Okay." And from his office 
in Los Angeles he called Sacramento and sure enough. 

He said, '*You mean we're paying 25 percent of the 
administrative costs of this program?" 

They immediately went from a disapproval status on my 
proposal to approval and then they itz#emented it on a state- 
wide basis. 

MISS ALLEN: They could have reacted exactly the other 
way and said we don't want tc! invest any more for administration. 

MR, XOE: We did. 

MR. XOE : Our country is probably uniquely different 
because right now the primary emphasis in the county is CT: 
food stamps and we are just now initiating a quality control 
medicare where we have no financial invol=iemeni at all. 

XR. ,RICHARDSON: I'd like to speak to a slightly more 
limited area. In terms of congressional interest, about the 
spectrum of interest that's developed ver-- qctckly over the 
last 6 months in Congress. It doesn't go as far as cashing 
out yet. It may. But yet, it doesn't. 

It's not the kind of spectrum that Mrs. Allen was talking n "? 
I.0 

1 
0 co ‘ abqut, which starts wi..h rationalizing _the"progra.m and goes i J;?2'/1- -:, ;;$, _- '; on 91, o.ijLt --;oge 1 06-s"&ll theiway-to' cashinc out. . It‘s more a spectrum that runs c 

between the Buckley-M&he1 proposals, and has yet to k seen. 

I guess it might be classified as looking at the food 
stamp program as it stands. A lot of decisions haven't been ; % I faced up to and haven't been made,, not sim_3ly because Congress 

: has ignored a lot of issues in the past, but because there 
just hasn't been any information at all available to anyone 
who is interested in the food stamp program. 

The information t:lat came out in this USDA report [in 
response to S.R. 58) and, albeit conclusions, was an astound- . ing surprise. It's the first time that there's been any pro- 
vision of statistics or analysis of any kind on the food stamp 
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program, other than Sarry Staats small studies, As long as 
Congress, and specifically the conznittees, have remained 
totally in the dark, as to things like the issuance process, 
how does it work? Wsat kind of complexity does it comprise? 
WGnat kind of complexities are in it? What are the costs of 
it? Bow does work registration work or not work as many have 
contended? 

Just what are administrative costs? How are policies 
made on food stamps uithln the US3A? U;! until very re- 
cently, and even now maybe, policies have been made on a 
very case-by-case response to newspaper articles, and no one 
really knL.+s how the set of rules in our government food stamp 
program have accrued over a time. 

Mut congressional offices and committees are totally in 
the dark about how the food stamp program runs and might look 
OR a cash-out as an alternative or might we willing to be led 
to look at the total welfare situation more easily if they 
%new what was happening in their own program at the present 
time. 

And so I think chat GAG's role is, at this point.in 
time, somewhat more limited than looking at the overall 
question of welfare reform, but gets down to the nitty gritty 
of State and local problems in administering the program. 

The GAO report that came out earlier this year, this 
USDA report, Mr. Clarkson's book, were probably the first 
steps, and they're starting to bear fruit for the first time. 

ib you think too mxy chcqes are Seing mad2 in terms o-f the program 
.il? the ~oncpss? Beeausa in talk&g u-it5 ease VO&?PS, they scly to me 

_ .gg ~ L rr.T;s pizzijes Qpe~,comii'J';z~ ~czGwz2 .La.d3 -5 - *- cnd;~~egj.~~ no+ -Ee+q Lc 
r -:-> L( 0 ,' .- .- - oL .I ( !T % 

t.<ykeep pfpc wit$F;+m. c.p - 2;'~ 
- .<,"-c. w- 0 

is the program Seing chsged too nucit? 

%SS ALLEN: It's mostly regulations from USDA that are 
changing it and, of course, the coupon allotment gets changed 0 

*. *, 'every"6 months. ~' 5 0 j 0 .. I ., 0 " - I._* 

Ms. RICHAFu3SON : They've changed without realizing some 
of the consequences. A noteworthy example for me is public 
assistance withholding, wfiicb was a change that was made and 
then not made and then made again and not made then shifted 
around. For the first time you have actual agreement from 
across the spectrum about wha t should be done about public 
assistance withholding, wnich is basically make it optional, 
and the agreement is based upon reactions to State and local 
welfare agencies. 
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And, for the first time, Congress is beginning to get 
feedback on the State and local. ixzpacts of its decisions, and 
they're starting to reevaluate. This public assistance with- 
holding question is just sort Of the start. 

It's the first time I've seen it, that kind of feedback. 
And the question on the automatic certification, the debate - 
Gwer it surely reflects the fact that Congress is hearing 
afiout the problems they caused with the rules that are generated 
by their laws. 

Mr. Riction, you mised the point that you fmished inJ%rmation 
to Congress on hott vLL”i0u.s food stq processes Mrked. 

Ky qrr-lstion is, why don’t the Congz=i=ssmen go out ed ask A&culture 
;%r this information. That’s what we at GAO &, basicaEZy, and let me 
aqZify it from the stundpoint thut when I read the apFzvpriations hear- 
ings, it’s sort of yo;r don’t ask any emb~~~~as,sing quest*Gns and ZJZ won’t 
g&e you q embmrassing answers. 

For tzampZe, a ccxpEe years ago tie ~zre reading ir: the appropriations 
hearings axd FXi mentioned, “Oh, yes, we’re tmnsferr&g $19 miIZion to the 
Department of Lubor to adninister work re3istmtion.” That’s nice.” P.Tu~ 
ttiey go cn ?a sorxthing else. 

There's absolutely no question as i%, %%y are $xz paying &m $19 
tiElion? Gat me you getting for it?” 

we asked the agency late? and they sati, WeZZ, 1*~~re not realZy 
getting mch of myth&g for it.” 0 

MR. KKHASDSON : A lot of what I'm talking about is what 
I see over the last 8 months, a completely changed extent of 
congressional interest. So, first I think there is a lat more Q o 

,b ‘- -c h-T -I .T 
congressional interest now than ,there'ever was afz zu~y~time,’ :Y’~~.‘~$,~’ +&ii “& 

- '. C~ 
b& r~$incPuding back in-.'69'and 70: < c when they mad& the last major' ' o 

changes. - 

And then, Mr. Steiner, I think, just flipping through a 
. little booklet, pointed out that in general the committees in 0 

Congress have avoided evaluation of the food stamp pro-am.‘. oa:>o CI 0 i 0 
: 00 

0: They just ducked the whole thing until recently. c 
0 i ' " 

I Some would argue even now that the Department has just 
never been responsive when questions were asked. 

And, you knGw, I'm not sure, maybe from the State and 
local side, but I know from the congressional side it just is 
not responsive enough and it's not simply because they refuse 
to look at the issues. It's because they don't know and they 
have no system for finding Gut and I'm not sure why. Maybe 
they've always not wanted to find out, but the USDA hasn't 
been asked because it doesn't answer. 

\ 
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AETERNOON SESSION 

KENNETH CLARKSON 

There were a large number of questions raise? this morn- 
ing, and I would like to discuss some of these questions 
within the framework of the study I've recentiy completed. 
At the same time, I'm going to try and give my impression of 
the kinds of studies that GAO might do in the areas of food 
policy, energy, or any other kind of problem that they might 
want to look at. 

The first aspeLt I'd like to comment on is the point 
brought up by Mr. Steiner that it is necessary to identify i 
what the food stamp program does. That is to say, is it a 
welfare program or 2.5 it some other kind of program? i 1 . 

This type of question is, of course, relatively necessary I 
for certain inquiries, but if one intends to look at programs 
with respect to more general goals, a better understanding of 
the program is often obtained. For example, I don't think 
most of us would quibble over the classification of the food 
stamp program as a transfer program, as opposed to an invest- 
ment or some other -znrelated program. If that's the case, is 
there a set of questions or methodology of analysis that one 
might apply to transfer programs that might differ from the 
analysis applied to other programs? 

I 
I think there is. So I'd like to classify the food stamp 

program as a transfer program, and then suggest a methodology 
i 

for analyzing transfer programs. 
I 

analysis. My study spans a period of about 15 months, and I 
probably have anywhere from a half man-year to something 
slightly more than that in it. Htiwever, if I have a larqer 
coznitment and if I had a lot of research assistants working 

b .c -for. me, it would have been a much larger analysis, . I ;" * r ‘e* e 
. 

When you have a transfer program, there are two aspects 
that are relatively important to identify--recipient benefits, 
as well as those that might attribute to nonrecipients, or 
external benefits [those benefits that essentially influence 
taxpayers, the policymakers, or other related individuals). 

In order to do this, one must know how a particular pro- 
gram modifies the sets of constraints--incenti?es, if you like-- 
facing the individual participants. 
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Many of the kinds of questions that we want to answer, 
such 2s: (1) "Why is participation so low?" (2) "What is the 
involvement of the work requirement rules?" and (3) "What are 
the effects of the deductibility of certain types of expenses?" 
are more easily answered in the context of a very serious 
analysis of the exact incentive changes of the recipients in 
the program. 

Any program might alter recipient constraints. By changing 
the relative price of food, a program could make food relative- 
ly less costly, or a program might involve a change in options 
that is sometimes referred to as an all-or-nothing exchange 
offer. 

For example; suppose we give iecipients a card that says, 

"I'm a member of the food stamp program." This may mean that 
when you go to the cash register the charge will be one-half 
of the total food bill. The program in this form would change 
the relative price of food, but that is not how the food stamp 
program operates. 

If you participate in the food stamp program, you must 
give up a certain amoun t of your monthly income, so defined, 
in exchange for a monthly allotment of food coupons. This 
exchange offer is modified someb.-hat by the variable purchase 
options, but fcr purpqses of this sessicn we'll ignore those 
options. In the current food stamp Frogram, the set of in- 
centives facing an individual are very different than those 
he would face if ycu lower the price of food to encourage 
consumption. 

By identifying the exact change in incentives and by 
applying some very basic elements of economics, one can gener- 0 . 

: ̂  ‘$' 
-1 4 hfZL ace a-large set?,of implications relatedIt the food stamp ,o,$ =c- 0 r ,.D'L ?a00 

--$iogram without‘a detailed investigationL of the partidular . '- o 
-k=clU". o o,- &wee- 
" 0 Y 09 -. 

facts of the program. 

Let me give you an illustration- The food stamp program, 
as we know, causes individuals to have a greatly enlarged food 

. purchasing power. ' = .S 
j ~^ o . e .o D cl 

In many cases, this increased food purchasing power may 
be significantly more than the amount that the individual 
would voluntarily choose if he 'lad an equivalent cash grant. 
When the food stamp coupon allotment is greater than the amount 
they would voluntarily purchase, economic theory would predict 
that individual households would try to increase their satis- 
faction by either legal or i" --egal methods of purchasing 

, nonfood items. 
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Legal substitution of nonfood for food conmodities can 
be made in various forms. While the food stw program does 
require the purchase of food, the regulations do not specify 
the manner or conditions associated with the purchase of food. 
For example, instead of going to she chain discount stores, a 
participant may go to a local neighborhood convenience store 
which charges a higher price but provides some nonfood services 
in the form of faster checkout and other related aspects. 
Alternatively, the participant may buy food that essentially 
contains a high degree of packaged maid services. Thus, in- 
stead of buying the meat, potatoes, vegetables, and preparing 
the dinner, a recipient could buy a packaged dinner in a TV 
tray or in some other form. 

Host of us are also aware that some indivicluals will 
attempt to make the substitutions by illegal methods, either 
by trading food stamps for nonfood items or by illegally 
selling them. 

While we do not have very much information about the pre- 
cise magnitudes of these activities, one can kientify some 
major consequences of the particular form the food stamp pro- 
gram has taken. These consequences can be detived, without 
thorough and costly investigation, using basic economic prin- 
ciples, and could have been identified in 1964 when Congress 
was considering the bill. Furthermore, these implications 
may also suggest some backup studies that GAO xould find use- 

; ful for analyzing particular programs, r 

. 

There are several implications associated with the food 
stamp program that can be tested, and some of them were actually 
suggested to me by individuals who challenged &he nature and 
kipds.of hypotheses that I was able to derive in the study. 
For&xamplej using a-methodology of analysis titcexamines- :-k:, C ‘CG~- .*' 
changing constraints or incentives in the food st- program, 
one is able to spec: ?y that there will be a certain amount of 
waste from the recipient's View&nt. 

, c ,_ z _ 0 .This waste.occurs berxuse 
items with food stamps,‘ 

recipients cannot buy nonfood L i 
and they would be will&g to take a '0 

smaller cash amount in lieu 02 the food stamp bonus. Under 
such conditions, economic theory would predict that the esti- 
mated equivalent cash amount would actually be a better pre- 
dictor of participation in the focd stamp program than the 
actual food stamp bonus. 

This type of implication can be tested wiEh relatively 
crude but highly reliable data and statistical techniques, 
as demonstrated in my study. The results clearly indicate 
that this type of testing procedure, which can be done rela- 
tively easily, does have high benefits in tep of learning 
about in-kind transfer programs. 

\ 
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In addition, this procedure permits estimation of indivi- 
dual household and average bonuses, recipient valuations, 
waste, and changes in food and nonfood consumption. -9esults 
for June 1973 show that the average income of participants was 
$168' with an associated bonus cf $45, which represents the 
difference between the actual allotment and the purchase 
requirement. The estimated subjective evaluation of this bonus 
b, individuals who participated in the program averaged approx- 
imately $37. 

From the recipients' viewpoint, this implies an average 
waste of approximately $8. These esty.mates, of course, were 
made with sP-veral simplifying assumptions; however, modifica- 
tion of tlese basic assumptions do not change the overall 
findings. For example, changes in the assumptions regarding 
food preferences and actual food consumption do not alter the 
basic findings. In addition, modifications in the refation- 
ships for testing participation in the food stamp program as 
a function of the subjective valuation as opposed to the actual 
bonus do not change the basic findings of the study. These 
modifications included specifying linear, semi-log, and double- 
log participation functions, as well as specifying alternative 
food consumption parameters. 

Using the same information, estilnations on the relative 
change in food and nonfood consumption i,y participation in the 
food stmp program relative to a cas'ri-out can also be made. 
For the average June 1973 participant, the change in food 
conscmption was $33.and noniood cons*umption was $12, the latter 
representing the difference between previous food consumption 
and tne purchase requirement. 

. -  c. 

~ : .G-.+ 3 , ”  ’ b,j ^u ctr 
Thes?, resut,ts can also be compared directly with the 

i change in'--fo~~,~consunption‘~it.~ a cash grant which shozs 22 
,.m,,~ go O -,z 

' .aG '*'o 
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effective increase of approximately $18 in food purchasing 
power by food stamp recipients. 

One shculdn't bet one's life nor even a large proportion 
0 ii =_ <of cne's wealth,that these numbers are precisely correct, but 

they do give a very good idea of the nature of different kinds . ' 
of problems that might be involved, and provide valuable in- c 0 
formation to policymakers, without elaborate and costly sur- 
veys or other methods. 

There's another class of benefits, the external benefits 
that were mentioned earlier, that require a different type of 
analysis, For the most Fart we might assume that Congres? 
specified what external benefit outcomes are desirable in the 
enabling legislation of the program. For the food stamp pro- 
gram, the objectives were to improve agricultural inco'es and 



improve nutrition. Consequently, one can look at the avail- 
able evidence to determine- if these objectives have been 
attained. 

Up to this point, we were only concerned with the OCLL- 
comes of a particular policy, and for the first time we ;re 
concerned with the particular aspects of this transfer pro-, 
gram. 

dossible changes in agricultural incomes were examined 
by investigating the relationship between relati-z agricul- 
tural incomes, the total food stamp bon-us, and other variables. 
This relationship was statistically insignificant, suggesting 
that other variables were responsible for the change in rcla- 
tive incomes. Perhaps we shouldn't be too surprised at this 
result since the average household only increased food con- 
sumption by approximately $400 under the food stamp program, 
which, when totaled for all households, represents about $1.5 
million in increased food purchasing poder. This amount is 
less than 2 percent of the tatal amount spent on food, and 
only about 11 percent of these food expenditures becomes in- 
come to farmers. Of course, more is transferred to farmers, 
but factors of production must be paid from the total food 
expenditure transfer. 

To understand the potential changes in nutrition by food 
stamp participants, it is be:-t to return to the earlier 
predictions from the constraint model. An income transfer 
that requires an individual to give up a certain amount of 
general purchasing power or money in exchange for the specific' 
purchasing power or food stamp currency implies substitutions 
when possible. c 

Since we know that people wil 1 try to make these substi- 
tutions, one can look at basic expenditure patterns to deter- 

..C', ,. ;z mine changes in,food consumption at higher food expenditure 
i: .1- ~ 5, c c:i c fev&syi, Studies show~tS:st individuals?'choose belter tastin~~'C'2 

or more palatable diets with higher food budgets: These 
studies suggest that we would expect to find a significant 
change in the mix of foods as well as an overall increase in 
food consumption. The evidel,ce that I was able to turn up 

0 .confjrms those implications. A-Id cwha'z was completel-1 surpris- 
' ing, and something I have to rely on totally from other 

c studies, was that the nutrition associated with this new bas- 
ket of foods, even though there was more caloric intake, did 
not significantly change. 

Finally, when one studies ?ederal or other public programs, 
it is important to try to estimate rhe administrative costs of 
each specific program because there may be significant differ- 
ences among programs. 
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We saw the long chart of the Frocesses in the zdministra- 
tion of welfare programs, and we L,ncd tkat Mach ofie of those 
processes involves the use of real rfsoLrces. I2 the case of 
transfers that involve cash, such ts t:he Social Security pro- 
gram, we know administrative costs ran s-2 as low as 2 to 3 
percent of the amount of the transfer. Bet a-se t:?e adminis- 
trative procedures of ilhe food stam? Frcgraz are xxt ccz,pli- 
cated and because some households wzll atteqt to make illegal 
substitutions of nonfood for food irezs, Droqram ak2nistrative 
costs should be higher thar? 3 progrm t?zat transfers cash. 

For the food stam? program, estimating c:le admisistrative 
costs was probably one of the most difficult aspects of my 
study. There just isn‘: reliable icforratior: of total pro- 
gram costs, except those reported in 'he ap*cdix of the 
Federal Budget. These, however, resresent ocly expenditures 
by the Federal Government and do no% include the aonitoring 
costs by the U.S. Department of Xgriczlture, the FBI, or any 
other organization that enforces various aspects of the program. 

. 
Cost estimates were obtained b\* specifving a functional 

relationship relating cos t to the sks of the bonus and house- 
hold participation, which are the most Imporiant -.rariables 
with respect to the total costs of tke food stam? pr-ocrraz. 
Estimates show that the total bonus 7-ariable :<as ess~itizll) 
insignificant. Furthernore, the estirrtatsd cczfficient on 
participation indicates that the average and marginal ~0s~ cf 
the program are identical. Under suc5 conditions, an estinate 
of state or local costs can be added to obtain the total cost 
function. This cost function shcws r;.at average ~.or.thly 2Smin- 
istra%ive costs are approximately $2 or ?iousehold. These 
conditions will not always exist in se admini,stration of a _ 
Federal program, but it is likely thet there are ecually 
desirable methods for estimating the costs of a particular 
transfer or other Federal program. 

.a '6 0 ?<-,I -,‘ cc 2 
* -. ri Lr~GIcl&. e If you .idd the &~,ir;a*&d re$i~i'&k -PC; -r"aste r?f CEe fOGd'< so - i Tgy 

stamp progra.mr which was approxiaately SB, to the average 
administrative costs, one obtains an overall cost of zodifping 
food consumption of approximately $12 per m~rh per household. 

'. r 0. 0 I. 2. In return, the effective increase in.fo& consumption u L' = 
. : ~ o* 

i approximates $18- This is a rather remarkable outcome of the 0, -0 
food stanp program. We have a massioe and costly polFcy to 
alter food consumption which results in a small increase in 
actual food consumption. 

I sc,e that my time has run out, so perhaps we can bring 
up some of these issues during the discussion period. 
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I'm going to be speaking on the current congressional 
interests, as I can see thzr;; thro*ug:h my limited view about 
food stamps. The IX jar aoizt I Kant to make is that over 
the fast 8 to 9 r?loEths, CongressDen, metiers of committees, 
and staffs have for the first time in ixy four years of asso- 
ciation with the food stamp program become willing to look 
more deeply into the program, into its objectives and into 
how it works than ever before. 

They're starting to ask me, in cy capacity as an infer- 
mation provider, questions that go &yo.-.~ descriptive ques- 
tions. 

Now, this is not to say that the old recurring issues 
which most of you heard of, things like strikers getting food 
stamps, students getting food stzmps, anti of the voluntary 
poor getting food stamps, is not still very important; but 
many members have started to go zuch be\*ond that in t%zir 
questioning about what the food staz, program does anti what 
it should achieve. 

c 

So far it is not extended to questions Cat aoufd go as 
far as cashin-c out stamps. And as I sai2 earlier the spectrum 
of interest thCc seems to be devefo?ing starts with Nr. 
Buckley's and Mr. Michael's bill and others and runs a gaz?ut 
to as yet an unseen but what will probably be coning out soon, 
a liberal type proposal, one might call Ft, with zhe L'SDh 
fallrng about in the middle, aitbongh it doesn't save anI 
formal proposals yet. (Ed. note: The &lministration bill 
was introduced in October 1975.) 

Now* before I get to that szect,xzz, I want to talk a 
little bit about why I think there is this net& willingness to 

&mCCC 10% more deeply into the program%,t,C? -C i ' ei >. i "<O ‘ c 
.o'e'. -0 :D 0 j p i 00 c r i ..:< 1 :. ::s$= _y u '. cwu.s i / ‘ 0 0 0 Q% c. 

Why Cs C'ongress willing to review the food stamp _ 3ro ram? cj 

I think there are three reasons. First, and interestingly 
enough is ths impact of court decisicx. There nave Seen 

0 e ? .n i .- several on the food stamp prggram, I. : 0 -I 0 

The impact of those decPsions un congressmen is that they 
are seeing the lax they wrote on food stamps, which is a very 
general law, interpreted in a way that-many of them feel is 
not at all what they intend&. 3ecause of this, you find an 
incredible desire to be very specific ROW whenever any legis- 
lative change is discussed and a desire CO make intentions 
very, very clear. 
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When someone wants to be that specific and make their 
intentions tha': clear, they start having to ask questions 
about how the program runs and about the impact of their 
decisions. And so suddenly--well, not suddenly, o~'er the 
past 8 months--people are starting tb ask questions dmut 

how the program runs. 

Secondly, I think the Administration :.zoposal for an 
increase in purchase prices to 30 percent - that hap,pened 
late last year and got to Congress early this year - broke 
the ice. 

Until recently, there had not been major proposals for 
structural changes in the food stamp program and suddenly we 
found from the Administration, a proposal that would have 
made a basic structural change. And this - I don't wsnt to 
overstate it, opened the door for the people to start thinking 
about making major changes in the program. 

Thirdly, as has been touched upon by the other speakers, 
the growth in cost and participation has had a rather direct 
effect on congressional offices--in the amount of mail they 
get, and the questions and complaints they get, both on the 
side of the recipients and those who are not reci;ien=s. 

I think these three factors have been the major causes 
of a new willingness to ask questions about the food sta.np 
program and probe a little more deeply than has been the case,. e 
at least since '70-'71 when the last major amendments went 
through. 

Congressional interests - 

NOW, to get back to what I see as the rage of izterests 
that are developing. 2s I said, I look at it now as a contin- ^ c 

-.,%j? _‘< = ..tium or, a spectrum that starts with Mr. Buckley!& and YE. 
0 c ?HichePJs bill. This bill, to sinplify it-a bit and I hope 

- L>;zir &TS ._.) .' o ',',~$L~~Cp~ 

not too much, has as its basis a return to the idea +&t the 
food stamp program is a food assistance program, with the 
emphasis on food for poor people and people who cannot get by. 

co , i 
-there 

This emphasis is evident from two"key provisions- First, 'j_ ' c '~‘ 
is the provision that purchase requirements go ti 30 

percent or the amount the. t a similar household pays fur its 
food as established by Consumer Expenditure Surveys. 

Right now, there is a question as to which one of tho>e 
factors would outweigh the other, whether 30 percent will 
become the rule or whether what other similar households 
pay will govern purchase prices. 

\ 

3 . . 

\- 
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But the fact that in the bill there is a stated intent 
that we should be trying to get people to pay for food stamps 
what other similar households would ?ay, returns us to what 
the food stamp program iJas before 1970, in the sense that 
people are to be asked to pay what they xould pay without a 
food stamp program. 

That I think is a major thrust of the bill. The other 
evidence of a thrust towards returning to food programs for 
the poor people, or for the truly needy, Iwieve, is as it's 
most often stated, is a substantial cutback in ePigibility 
standards. 

In this regard, the idea of "itemized" deductions is 
thrown out and there is a return to the idea of counting gross 
income. Moreover, you have the dollar levels to which tne 
gross income is compared for eligibility dropped to the poverty 
lines, which are about 30 percent below cihat they are now in 
the food stamp program for net income. 

Xext along the continuum, I believe, although I must say 
it's unstated, is the USDA approach. This a?sroach would tend 
to leave the program as it stands, basically as a mix be- 
tween an lnrome transfer and a food ?rc.gram, ?zhiLe bringing 
in some new concepts to, you might say, *rationailzcQ the 
program. 

. 

This approach has not, as yet, garnered a Lot of expressed 
interest on the part of congressional offices, partly because 
there's nothing they can pin themselves to. There is no set 
of comprehensive recommendations in the USDA report, thus 
peo?ie are left sort of hanging if they do favor that approach. 

20 0 Thirdly, along this continuum or spectr-'um, we can expect 
>. 0 -00 9 e 0 -, 00 r pr@osaLs from the ppopleCwi\o have gener+lJ been,resgonsible 'L-,., _ 

for most of the propcsals-&r' changing +&ec’fo& stap-.pr+-- 2~ i Li ~2~ a**:’ 
gram--that is the "hunger lobby" or more "liberal" proponents' 
of change. 

e- * c o L _.= There is in the works from their side some kind of ap- 
prpach that bould address the issue of people with high gross ~ 
incomes participating in the food stamp program and probably n 0 e 
take the form of putting a gross income "cap" on the program. 

In other words, recognizing that there Is a proklem 
connected with "itemized" deductions and that people with 
large incomes can get on the program# the solution would be 
to put a gross income "cap" of SlO,SOO or $Ll,OOO on eligi- 
bility. 
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No one as yet has stated a figure, but -hat's the kind 
of idea that seems to be emerging 02 that er.2 of the spec- 
trum. 

No one I've seen or heard yet tas broached the subject 
of going all the way ta "casn-out," at least in food stamp 
circles in Congress. There is the '*Cornell" bill--thz end- 
product of Martha Griffith'sstudy cf welfare programs. And 
it has garnered soi~e interest, but not, as :a~' as I know, 
from people who are also involved in food stamps. 

The "cash-out" issue may become imsortazt but at this 
point in time, it has not yet surfaced i> Cocgress. 

That's the general spectrum of interest as it now stands. 
The kinds of particular iltexests that are being expressed 
center or, recurring problem such as participation by the 
voluntary poor (strikers, studeztsI and people who q-lit their 
jobs). 

Other recurring interests are the effectiveness of the . 
work registration requirement; the problem of SSI and food 
stamps ; increasing allotment levels: the ?;robler‘ of xhere we 
should set the purchase requireRect or w*Cet:h2z i&xe.shouid 
be one at all; and, finally, fraud and abuse. 

Among the new isscs and the things that show, I think, 
Congress' williZ$Less to go Leyond the set of recurring 
interests, are first, the renewal of a coilble of dori3ar.t 
issues such as outreach and participation rates. 

c 
fn 1969-70, the USDA reduced purchase requirements, and 

those purchase requirements, as set back then, are basically 
the pwchase requirements we ha;le today. 

p ‘g&J ^, 00 “, 
0 

r i 6 
0 : n ~ I, i.sc '0% cc< ci 

0 L r- L- ,8 ""What' drop: in purchas& requife%e&t$ was i'ery mu& 't"ne 
result of Congressional and pub:' zc concern about low partici- 
pation rates in the food stamp program and it was thought that 
it put to rest concerns over low participaticz. But now the 
issue of outreach (bringing people oh ar,d what you can do L 

, c about low participation rates) has resurfaced. 1 II c . .j -0 . * r 5 

Another dormant issue is the worry about growih in costs. 
This has not been much of an issue [it was back about '69-'70) 
but now its also resurfaced. 

Secondly, in terms of "brand-new" issues, there is the 
whole concept of counting gross Incmes versus :Iet incomes 
and the use of standardized deductions. This has caught a 
great deal of congressional interest. 
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The only bill or actual proposal that deals with this, 
so far, is the Buckley-Michel bill, which would basically 
drop all deductions and then go to gross income for eligibil- 
ity. But the point is that congressional offices (staffs, 
congressmen, committee members) now have some kind of fix on 
the fact that there is a difference between net income and 
gross income in the food stamp program; that it affects par- 
ticipation; that it afferts the kind of benefits people get 
out of the program; and that there are inequities ccnnected 
with the difference. 

Moreover, there is a new realization that state and local 
administrators have to be listened to and that their feedback 
is important in dealing with any changes in the food stamp 
program. 

It's been a long time since I heard anybody mention 
state and local administrators when they talk about changes' 
in the food stamp program, but over the last 5 or 6 months, 
I'm not quite sure why, there has been a renewed interest in 
listening to state and local welfare people who have to run 
the program and listening very seriously to their vie-zs about 
changes. There's likely to be a change in ths law in more 
than one area as a result. 

I think a good ending to my presentation--to show the 
new interest in detail evident in congressional consideration 
of food stamp program changes --would be a discussion of the 
recent hearings and mark-up on the so-called "quick certifi- 
cation" lxoposal. c 

This bill started off in the Senate as a provision for 
quick certification, i.e., certification on the same day and 

~W:,o$ssuance of food stamps on thecsame_.day to anybody who makes CG c ‘ 6-o r'Oa~ reasonable att'empt to apply.,; ' ccrL. ' "~2 "a.: #;-i L' ~-b CA -o'= .;o?-*;p;L . -v ': o".-& PC -of 
:-;mP-,,-O 

0 &:"l- = 0 

It also included provisions for continuous eligibility. 
It came to the House and was subject to a very extensive 
discussion in the House Agriculture CoLtittee. 0 0 0 _ .c c c 

The' example that comes to mind immediately is not re-O -"," a . 
. q" cQ- _ 0 

* 
1ated"to quick certification, but to the continuous eligibil- 
ity provisions. Continuous eligibility was a provision in 
the Senate bill that came to the House and it was a provision 
in Mr. Foley's companion to the Senate bill. 

NowE normally "continuous eligibility" as a piece of 
language in a food stamp law probably would have been looked 
at with a minimum amount of discussion. 
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Eut what happened was a very dctaiaed diszssion as to 
what it really meant in terms of hair the program would oper- 
ate with the focus being on the question of prior notice and 
hearings. 

Prior notice and hearings entered as an -issue because, 
under the original Senate bill, there had been a situation 
set up through the bill's language plus the legislative 
history, whereby a person, once on the food stamp program, 
would be on until he was made ineligible through a fair 
hearing process. 

In other words, a state or local agen-y could decide 
that a person was ineligible or reduce his benefit but that 
would not have any effect if the person appealed or until a 
fair hearing had been held. 

That became the real issue in terms of continuous eligi- 
bility. Continuous eligibility implied on-going eligibility 
until a fair hearing decided you were off the food stamp 
program. 

The committee for - again 9 keer, saying for the first 
time and I'm sure there have been instances in the past, 
but for the first time in my memory or recollection--proceeded 
to go irto it in rather great detail and still hasn't resolved 
this issue. 

But that they're willing to go into that kind of detail 
that .>odes well for the program. No matter what side you 
take on whatever issue, it bodes we11 that, for the first 
time, you have committee members wanting to go far beyond a 
bill's language-- into actual program operations. 

c 0 cc., cr‘ I. c;i? c '% m-"o c .? c~o.co ‘@> 0 
0 00 0-4: Usually fo&~stanp.'$'egislation has b&e~~ve~*-&&er2ily ," = 

phrased. It's ix& been gerribly specific, and this has led 
to giving a lot of leeway to USDA. Congressmen are changing 
their minds about that in terms of food stamp legislation. 

. . One other-new interest that indicates the broad range of ;f - 
a ' -, new interests; is sales taxes. 

bb . 
This has now become an 

interest in congressional offices. 0 0 

I don't know how many of you knod this but when some- 
body purchases food stamps, what they pay includes the sales 
tax, if there is a food sales tax, in that state. 

This is starting to be probed. I had never even heard 
anybody mention it prior to eight or 3ine months ago, but 
people are now becoming interested in this and that means 
that congressional offices are looking more deeply than they 

- 
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ever have into the prograw- whether or not anything is 
changed. 

It's not something that springs out at you from a quick 
investigation. A quick look at the food stamp program would 
not highlight the fact that food sales taxes are being charged 
on food stamp purchases. 

Hoti can GAO help? 

Finally, in terms of how GAO can help in the current 
congressional consideration of food stamps, I would like to 
point up some areas that need exploration. 

For example, no one knows haw many strikers or students 
are getting benefits, what kind of benefits, or how long: and 
there are only scattered estimates available. 

It's this kind of backup that I think is needed by con- 
gressional offices. I'm not saying that this will bring 
about a decision issues like these, It's just that they need 
help now that Congress is willing to take a hard look at food 
stamps. 

I'm reiterating the point I made earlier, and that's 
that we have all this new willingness to explore the food 
stamp FrBogramt plus you've got old issues that still haven't 
been resolved to anybody's satisfaction; all of them crying 
out for help in terms of just information, not necessarily 
statistical. 

So far it has not come from the USDA. It could come 
from the state and local people, which is beginmto happen. 
It could cone" fro& GAQ- and&t. even could come‘from Congress 
itself, ,*. ~ d 

There is a major study now in the IIouse Agriculture 
Committee, to try to get some information together but they've 
had to do it themselves because nobody has done it for them. : L c CI *_ " i‘ 

Whether they'll be s'uccessful, because they have a very 
limited timeframe to do it in and limited staff, I don't 
know, but it's just an indication that they think that gather- 
ing information and educating themselves was so important that 
they were willing to spend $200,000 to do it. 
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AFTERNOON DISCUSSION 

It doesn't do to just simply ccmpare food consumption 
of people who are on the program as corn-pared to people who 
are off, because obviously that's apples and oranges- 

People who choose to participate in any given income 
Level probably do so because they value food more highly 
than those that don't. 

So you're going to see a difference in food consumption 
whlzh isn't produced by the program but by people's taste. 

The only way that you could really make such a compari- 
son would be to actually cash it out for a group of people 
and compare them against people on the program. That's time 
consuming and expensive, but you ha%-e a natural experiment 
operating that you could go and loo? at, at a very inexpensive 
price. That is the Seattle and Denver income maintenance 
experiments, because essentially those prograzns did cash- 
out food stamps, not for the purposes of studying the effect, 
but because they wanted to have control of the people's 

c total guaranteed income and their total 
/ 

tax rate, 

Essentially what these experiments do, Is if you choose 
to go and get the food stamp benefit, they tax it at 100 

.percent. 
?'"jcThi&?j;& 

They take away an equivalent mount of cash, p coo _, 
p&bablyL,jn ~iol~t-on of D&prt&Llt of $gric~~tu& "'-:o '.'i 'J ocT.'eo 0 d &- c 

regulations, but-we hope no one will bring that up because 
it would ruin the experiment. 

So there you have a true comparison- Yell could go in 
o1 ~ ~, and look at the.experimentai group and look at the people I :, ., i 3 1; . 

L with a combined income, both from the experiment program 
and from their own income, compare it to people in the con- 
trol group with an equivalent amount of income in cash and 
the food stamp benefits. So you have a pure comparison and 
can look at their food consumption patterns. 

\ 
Now, what is missing is the fact that they don't 

gather data on food consumption in the income maintenance 
experiments, because, of course, income maintenance experi- 
ments are run by HEW and food stamps are not their program. 
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But I would think that if the GAO made a request to HEW, 
it would be relatively easy for HEW to direct Food Research, 
who is the main contractor for the experiments, to add to 
the questionnaire for a limited period of time a requirement 
for the people to record their food expenditures. 

I woulJn*t make this go on over a year or anything like 
that but say for a month, and there you wo&d have what you 
wanted--a comparison of cash-out on food stamps and it seems 
like a very obvious thing to do. 

HEW will not do it on their own. 

!l%is is cash-out from the stcmdpoint of -imp& 072 peci~b? 

MISS ALLEN: On the recipients and on the consumption 
of food, which is a big issue. 

NowI the other thing that you would like to look at, 
and you have to have an additional grcnp for it, is that 
half-way option which I suggested, which is that if you simply 
eliminated the purchase requirements that puts you solnevhere 
in between the effect of complete cash-out and uhe current 
program- You could probably estimate that fairly well by 
interpolating between the two observations, 

In fact, we may be attempting a simulation along those 
lines soon, changing our participation functions in the food 
stamp model to accord more closely to the rates observing 
cash transfer programs. That probably is not a bad approxi- 
mation,. but it's not anywhere near as good as you would get 
if you actually went out and tried it out. 

000 
oc 0 C ,?,.;yCThe:&hing about doing these experimental programs is it 3 L "DO c < - 

wou18 be- relatively cheap to do, because in every case you're 
only talking aboll+ taking money that's paid out in the form 
of food stamps and handing it out by cash as in the income 
maintenance experiment. 

br. 

,=~ b I c= i -If USDA had an experimental authority,+you could do that " . . 0e . . u 
"kind of .thing and your only net cost would be the cost of 
gathering the data. 

Mr. Moe end I were taZking emZier at lunch GTX cusk-uut J&O, but 
mwe from the stcn+oint of the deEvery system. 

Would you care to elaborate? He was laoking at it from 
the standpoint of five States that have partial cash-outs in 

. the SSI program and the questions of cost in relation to this 
cash-out. 
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MR. MOE: Yes, I mentioned this morning xe cashed out 
193,000 of the program under H.R. l--providing $10 addition- 
al in their grants-- although somewhere between 25 to 30 
percent of those people had not previously participated in 
the food stamp program. 

About 3 or 4 months ago, Congress decided that they'd 
like to discontinue those cash-out States--California being 
one of them-- sr. *nrcj did d cost analysis of what it would cost 
us administrative.Ly and what the b enefits to the recipients 
would be if we were to reinstate those 193,000 cases which 
now have become 225,000. 

We determined that the benefit the recipients would get 
would be approximately $25 million a year and the adminis- 
trative cost for providing those benefits would be approxi- 
mately $25 million a year; so, in other words, we'd he 
spending a dollar to give a dollar away. 

We wrote letters to our Senators, Mr. McGovern, and 
other people; and M&c.Jern said, "I see the Froblem," 
and I think that's the reason we were able to survive for 
one more year on our current cash-out problem. 

It sort of ties in with the conclusion th?' Mr. 
Clarkson had earlier about the administrative c tst. 

I think one of the things we've been talking about all 
day long is cash-out and I'm not sure, frankly, that I under- 
stand what that means. - NOW, I know xhat I mean when I say 
cash-out because I'm relating it exclusively to public 
assistance cases. 

0 ," :c $-. GL3f$e( ;%s 'the '-ant &f, the -grant, 
I can easily see how that can be Fas@ed-out by adding &,&T.s,>~; if& '., "% 0 ,oe 

G I, : b6't on nonpublic &ssistance 
&es I haven't the foggiest idea how we would ever go about 
cashing out that, because the minute you did that then you're 
into a guaranteed annual income, and that's a whole new ball- 
game. r % 

.o r *-. r 1,' a r s c = 5 * i MISS AihZN:.. Absolutely: 
‘ 

No&,'we have collected a 
.s 

fair amount of data for the welfare reform thing, again 
coming out of the income maintenance experiments. Now, 
that's where my firm--Mathematics--is at. We run the field 
offices and do the interviewing and S~JI on, 

At the request of RZW, Hathematica did do a pretty 
comprehensive analysis of what it's costing us to run the 
income maintenance experiments, which is a guaranteed 
annual income. \ 



The only thing is, you have to be careful when you do 
+ that. When somebody says something like percent of benefit 

cost, be very careful. It makes a big difference how big 
your guarantee is. 

You can make the income maintenance experiment look 
like they're practically free to run by handing out great 
big benefits. It's just as cheap to process a big check as 
a little check, 

So you have to be very careful in how you present 
administrative costs, but it's not an irrelevant thing LO 
dc though. 

The reason the food stamp administrative costs look 
so high is that the benefits are relatively low because they 
only cover one form of consumption. That says something 
too-- that if you're going to get into this voucher business 
of stamps for this, stamps for that, -you're going to run 
very, very high administrative costs. 

There are available quite a lot of costs figures on 
running an income maintenance program and a lot of c.?mpari- 
sms with costs of rllnning the current Jelfare Frogram. 

r 

The most extensive analysis that we've done has been 
for the State of Colorado. Colorado has a propsal in to 
HEif to implement monthly income re&orting in their ,AFDC 

using a system very similar to that Gic> is Psed @ caseload-- 
for the income maintenance experiment--but they wouli like 
very much at the same time to do the food stamp calculations. 

c 

. 08 
.+‘ >$? ^ -  

0 It's chedlzsfor $e-computer if:yow&an.gef jasf;, -F 
standard definitions of income. Y&I don't hdve +i-have-the 
same benefit formula. All you have to have is count the 
same things as income, which is not the case now. 

", ‘ = The differences have been an&lyzed; they're not great. 
3 ' You coiild make-them the same without much effort; and it co 

takes the computer a few microseconds to spit out two 00 
c.L=- ‘Oo.. ho_) 0 0 

benefits instead of one. 

CGlOradO can't do this because of the fact that 
Agriculture has no authority to give t&em any; te let them 

. do a pilot program. 

But that's the kind of experimentation that one would 
like to have ta go on in several places and then get 
everybody together to compare experiences; and it's hard to 
do right now. 

\ 
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MR. CLARKSCN: I think experimentation hos an awful lot 
of benefits, but you always run into this problem. It seems 
to me whenever we get a new bill it turns out that we 
studied the wrong thing; and by that I mean, instead of cash- 
out * which we've studied for 6 months, the President sa1.s 
we're not going to cash it out completely. We're going to 
go ta; we'll just call then essential stamps. 

Essential stamps let yc11 buy housing, transportation, 
medical care, clothing, and food; but nL:hinu else and 
that's a completely different set of constraints, as opposed 
to the cash-out, but it comes close enough that it might be 
in fact a more politically viable option than the cash-out 
program. 

So then what happens? Well, we have to interpolate 
with respect to the studies we have: and that's wfil it's 
useful to have information, because sometimes w!:en we gather 
information we're fortunate enough to collect statistics 
that we don't use but that are then useful for the new 
analysis. 

But it would seem to me that an orgacization that h:s 
a free hand might look more at ranges of pcssibilities-- 
trying to see what we can answer with the existing set of 
data that we have and which kinds of questions we can't 
answer. 

I'm very surprised, in the income maintenance experi- 
ments, that they do not list right now-rlzvbe they do--what 
food expenditures are, what housing expenditures are, i-:el, 
transportation, because we've already had recommendatioss 
for transportation stamps. There are also recommendations . 

c ( : &y " y fortihousing stamps and, pf course , we could -;just @t .d0:m kc;,Ob _ ‘b i e 
L B and s&e what&are the important goods. 

,. 
P 

,g? D c 
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I suggest spending your resources tha? way, as opposed 
to trying to second-guess what Congress is going to do, 

OThere are a.lot of reasons'for that. One is- you don't0 r ' 
&an know whidh committee it's going to come out of, and if 
you had to sit in 1480 and guess where the special program 
on food would come from, I don't see how you could dd it. 

MR. HOE: I think there are some logical assumptions 
you could make though about the future. For instance, I've 
never read any of the new bills, either food stamps or 
welfare, where they didn't list work registration as a 
requirement. 
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Now I've done a study of work registration in Los 
Angeles County and I found it a disaster area. Now it 
would seem like to me that this is going to'be a part of any 
future AFDC-food stamp reform, and it would seem the logical 
thing for the GAO to tackle an investigation of the Talmadge 
Amendment benefits, the work registration requirements, the 
sanctions' provisions and getting people off welfare if they 
don't follow up on their work assignments. 

That woxld seam to be an absolute gold mine for you to 
be looking at. 

I have another, In CalifornL we had a problem with 
aliens. We've got problems on top of problems, and I know 
a lot of the southern States are going to have the same 
problem if they don't already have it. 

We initiated a welfare form whereby the eligibility 
workerr upon the vaguest suspicion that she might be dealing 
with an alien, would make out a simple referral to I&NS-- 
Immigration and Naturalization Service. 

Their responsibilities were to process tnis and deter- 
mine whether this person was a legal alien or not. If they 
were not, well, obviously, they were not eligible for AFDC 
or food stamps. 

We began turning these things in to I&NS, and one day 1 
asked what the status was. We submitted 31,000 to I&NS, and 
I asked what tlve t Y response we had from IQNS- They said, 
"Well, we haven't heard anything from them." i 

So we went over to investigate the problem and they 
were stacked along the wall, 18 sacks of WR-6 forms that 
nobody had even opened yet. 

and they said, "Well, we have a clerical problem, We can't 
get these things sorted out so that we can get to work on 
them." 

r 6 - D y i 0 ', So then we said, "Suppose WG provide you the 'clerks?" ,C~‘ = - 
And it took 8 months'to negotiate that--to g&t their per- 

@ mission to go into their secret room so we could do their 
work for them in getting these things out. 

After 8 months this program went on, and it was really 
I doing well in terms that we had about half the work done and 

I&NS was beginning to respond to more and more of these 
inquiries. 
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We found there was about a tnousand people tney had 
no record of on the west coast, so they're dumping that 
problem back here in the Washington IbNS office. 

Then we got a new State administration and they 
cancelled the whole program. So now we're back in the 
process of dumping these WR-6 forms back into I&NS, and 
the Michel bill and the Buckley bill, both on the food 
stamp issue, say let‘s refer these aliens to IHNS. 

Well why doesn't somebody look at I&X5' performance on 
this thing because it's going to be coming along? Any way 
you look at it, it's going to be an issue. 

MR. STEIZR: It seems to me to raise a very funda- 
mental question and one of considerable interest--notabl:F, 
is the goal to restrict entry to a welfare program or is 
the goal to maximize entry into the welfare program? 

Is our preoccupation appropriately with turning out 
illegal aliens and narrowing in on fraud or is our pre- 
occupation with the outreach question that was talked 
about before? 

i-23. M@E: Can I aswer that? On the local a&xinis- 
trative standpoint we only have one obligation and that's to 
obey the law, and the law says that you refer the aliens to 
IhNS and that's what we do. 

m. 
find the 
prog.:am. 

CLARKSON: Well, it says also that you go out and 
people that are eligible and you get them en the 

ka. ROE: No, they come to us. 

Y nl 
g2 .‘c Cr ‘ 

( -i_ XR,’ CLAmSON: 

':$outrS supposed to in- some'sen% hang out?signs, 
ThereZs. a certificatjon requirement~:b~+.,~';~ 

You're ~&CL .E .G 
O. c; ",g ccc pI 

8;' u 
c o ..~&$;~.f 5 c 

supposed to find these peoi;le. 

MR. MOE: You see we don't h,ve a bit of trouble find- 
ing them. They come to us at the rate of 59,000--1 every 

D S~szconds. I -E i'- I 0 1.".L -0 0 . _ d 1 : 
0 c 

HR. STEINER: Maybe there are 89,000. 

MR. CLWSON : At the same time, you're supposed to 
exclude some of them as well. You know, first of all, 
people who make $25,000 or better, that's one class that 
you're supposed to exclude. 
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